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In a
June
Denver, Colo.,
shteoting affray, which occurred In a
chair car of passenger train No. 6,
westbound, on the Kock Island railroad last night between Dresden and
Selden, Kansas, T. B. Topp, a tailor
of Minneapolis, was killed, and Mrs.
Morris Olsen, of Marshall, Minn., and
her sister, Mrs. Harry Blakesley,
wounded.
The shots were fired by John Bells,
an Italian barber, en route from Boston to Sun Francisco.
Most of the passengers were Bleeping in their seats when Bells, yelling
frantically, started to walk through
the aisle, shooting right and left.
Mrs. Olsen was shot through the
Jaws and her sister in the shoulder.
Neither Is fatally hurt.
Topp was shot through the heart.
Crazed YitU Driiik.
Bells was finally overpowered by
Charles A. Gillian, of Denver, li. li.
Slawson, of Pueblo, negro porter and
others.
At Goodland, Kansas, Bells and a
traveling companion. Patsy Logan
bradi, also an Italian, were placed

under arrest.

Their wives with nine children continued the Journey to San Francisco.
Mrs.Loganbradl said that the two
men were drinking vermouth all day
yesterday and that Bells when he
awoke Just before the shooting, be
gan to protest wildly that some one
was trying to shoot him.
Passengers Terror Stricken. The chair car was filled with pas
sengers, most of them bound for Den
ver and California, and when the
first shot was fired, they awoke, ter
ror stricken, believing that the train
was being held up by bandits.
Many of the men crouched beneath
seats, while the ladles and children
screamed and several of them faint
ed.
The crazed man emptied his revol
ver, tiring Ave shots, before the men
in the car, with train officials who
rushed In, were able to overpower
him. Only two of these shots weirt
wild.
He muttered and raved after being
subdued, and when taken from the
train attempted to kill his captors
He had never spoken to any of his
victims nor they to him.
Taken From Train.
His companion also became violent
and while not as crazed as Bells, it
was necessary to place him in Jail
He will be held pending the disposition of Bells' case.
The body of Mr. Topp was taken
from the train at Goodland, and pre
pared for shipment to his home in
Minnesota.
The two Injured ladles are now In
the hospital at Topeka, where they
will remain until they are able to
travel.
Is a Bride.
Mrs. Olsen, who is more seriously
injured than her sister, is a young
bride, who Is on her way to Arriba,
Colo. ,to Join her husbaikl. She and
her sister were sitting a few seats
in the rear of the Italian families,
and just behind Topp, the dead man.
.

EXERCISIsITtW
SANTA

Santa Fe,

FE COLLEGES

June 22. The
closing exercises at St. Michael's college took place last evening at Do- retto hall, Rev. Jules Derasches,
chaplain of the college delivering the
address to the graduates.
A musical and literary program by
tne graduates was also rendered, both
the English and Spanish languages
being used.
Thursday evening the closing exercises at Unretto academy took
place, two young ladies. Misses Mary
K. Ifcidge, of Watrous. and Caroline
Olson, of Canon City, Colo., being
me ijrattuaies. The attendance was
very large and Included many out of
i inn people.
X.

M
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SECRETARY GARFIELD

A

PIONEER
OF

S. W. Moore, one of the attorneys
in Missouri for the Santa Fe railway,
with oflices in Kansas City, passed

through Albuquerque this morning In
private car Xo. 1, attached to train
Xo. 2, en route from Los Angeles,
where he accompanied his wife last
week.
"1 consider myself one of the pioneers of new Albuquerque, for I lived
here from 1880 up to about 18D0,"
said Mr. Moore. "When 1 first came
lure, all that marked the spot where
the new city is situated today were
tents, occupied by the railroad employes.
The first building in new
Albuquerque was erected
by
the
Moore-Bennecompany for the L.
B. Putney
Grocery company. The
structure was located across the street
from the Alvarado, where the Metropolitan hotel Is now located.
"The work of constructing
the
Putney building was begun on April
27. 1880, and before it was completed
a host of other buildings were started
which announced that new Albuquerque wan in existence. Mr. Putney
has since died and hia son, Robert, Is
at the head of the firm.
"The Santa Fe railway then only
extended to where the shops are now
located. The old town was classed
as one of the largest cities in the
southwest in point of commercial interests."
Frank Moore, a local attorney. Is a
cousin of Mr. Moore, and the Kansas
City attorney expected to meet his
cousin at the train, but he was disappointed.
tt

IS IN SALT LAKE
HAYWOOD

Silt Lake
"f tli- -

City. June 22.

DEFENSE

Secretary
r
(iarticld and Iunil
TO OPEN MONDAY
Commissioner ltillinger arrived here
th's morniiit,.
They came to investigate, in a genIdaho. June 22. There was
eral way. in. liters run nected with the no Boise.
session ,,f rouri in Ihe Haywood
le trtiiieiit
i.f the interior
and rase today. Judge
having re- United states land office. They will fused to order ihe Woods,
jury to acquit,
t:o l i Cheyenne tonight.
CI:, rente S. Wallow
will make
the.
rpi'llillg statement for tile defense
TAII.Oi: DKOUM l
iiekl Mondav.
IN SALT I.AKi:.
Salt I.a'.e City. I't.ili. June 22.
Mutineers Krturn to liarrut k.
'
a tailol. telieVei to b- Agile, France. June 22. Six huntram Coalville W .wining, died from dred men of the 17th infantry, w n i
strangulation in the wates of Salt mutinied yesterday and marched to
yesterday. He was bathing and lieziers under arms, returned tj
shallowed x 'mj amount of water. their barracks
here early today.
1
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Matter Will be Taken Into Courts Dissolution With Industrial Work
and Given Test as to Constiers of World Will Cause Much
tutionality of Statutes
Discussion but AffirmaPassed In Eighteen
tive Action Is ExStates.
pected.

at

The Xew Mexico delegates to the
Public Lands convention which was
held in Denver during the past week
are coming home. Solomon Luna,
banker and rancher, H. J. JaMro,
general manager of the Albuquerque
Traction company, A. A. Keen, formerly commissioner of public land
and Harry F. Lee, secretary of the
Sheep Sanitary board, reached here
today on the California limited.
The Public Lands convention which
politely but firmly refused to support
the leasing system for the public domain, proposed by the national administration, was closely watched by
sheep and cattle interests all over the
west and southwest.
The action taken by the convention was not as radical as might have
been expected had not cool heads and
wise counsel prevailed.
The live
stock men are satisfied that they at
least succeeded in acquainting federal otilclals more closely than ever
with the conditions to be faced in the
southwest and west on the open rang?
and believe that the convention will
have a good effect.
In fact the bulk of the delegates
are well pleased with the outcome
and hope for the best. They realized
that they had to deal with a delicate
and knotty problem and they acted
witn the usual good sense for which
the live stock men of the southwest
are noted.
"Xew Mexico secured what it went
after," said Mr. Luna. "We went to
Denver to oppose the policy ot leasing, the public domains as proposed
by the administration.
I was on the
committee of resolutions
and our
committee unanimously
brought in
the ' following report:
'Wo are opposed to any change in
the exist'n? laws and customs, as to
grazing of livestock upon the public
domains, outside of the forestry re
serves. Our lerorl was adopted, after a considerable debate."
"Xew Mexico was well represented
at the convention," said Harry Lee,
"by sixty prominent cattlemen, sheepmen and others interested in cattle
throughout the territory. When not
in convention, we were busy visiting
in the city and we had a good time.
Most of the delegates remained over
In Denver.
"It was the largest convention of
Its kind ever held in the west," con
tinued Mr. Luna. "Xot only for the
number of prominent men who at
tended it, but for the number of
cattlemen of the southwest who were
there. Xearly all were opposed to
the leasing system.
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BEFORE

EFFECTIVE JULY 1

SYSTEM

Passengers In Crowded Car Were Solomon Luna. Harry Lee. and
Other Albuquerqueans Pleased
Awakened Suddenly at Sound
With Worfc of Big Meeting
Foreigner
Shots,
to
Find
of
the Aisle.
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IT WILL BECOME

ALL OPPOSE
LEASING

Firing

FOR A

Railroad Presidents Decide to Western Federation Miners
Make Low Rate
AdoptJ Measures to
For Whole
That Effect at
Country.
Denver.

Kills one Man and Wounds Delegates w Public Lands
Convention Returned ToTwo Women. All
day Well Pleased
S tra n gers
With Results.
to Him.
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The Kvening Cltlaen, la AdTance. S3 per
DoHTPtrd hj Carriers. 60 cent per month.
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Chicago. June 22. The
Inter
Ocean today says: Passenger rates
on all railroads in the United States
will be reduced to two cents per mile
beginning July 1.
This was the decision reached in
Chicago yesterda, alter a long and
heated discussion
by
the leading
presidents
of all the western and
roads.
It was not a formal agreement but
It Is equally binding, as two large
roads doing a
busi
ness are said to have served an ultl
matum to the others that they would
put the rate law into effect Imme
diately.
Will Test Law.
The railroads will test the two-cefare laws as adopted
in eighteen
states during the past year, but pend
lng the decision of the courts, the
otilclals propose to make the two-cerate general, thus proving to th9
enure country that it is not a re
muneratlve flguro.
Heads of the big systems contend
that the railroads cannot furnish
present accommodations for the two
(are, and that thj cheap rate
tint
will meat, second class passage
of the pre3oit 'elogant equip
ment on practically every mile of
roaa in the united States.
It Is also hinted by some of the
men who attended the conference.
that there will be no transcontinen
tal excursion rates while the two
cent fare holds good. Should a par'
ty desire to travel from New York
to San Francisco, there la a strong
probability that he will have to pay
run two cents per mile Tor the en
tire distance, when the new rates
go into effect.
It is stated that the Santa Fe was
represented at this meeting by Presl
dent E. P. Ripley, and that he was
one of the men who insisted on the
general adoption
of the two-cefare.
trans-continent- al

trans-continent- al
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ITS TOO KA11LY YET TO INTEKKST THE FARMERS.

TELEGRAPHERS
CALL

MAY

&

WINEGROWERS WILL BE

GENERAL,

AN INSULTING

STRIKE

PROTECTED BY..

ANSWER

THEJAW

San Francisco Trouble Will San Francisco Committee Chamber of Deputies Adopts
Probably Extend Over
Wroth Over His Alleged
Measure to Rectify Rebels'
Country.
Discourtesy.
Great Grievance.
OFFICES THERE ARE
AFFAIR CONCERNS
HANDLING BUSINESS
MILITARY
San Francisco, Cal., June 22.

The
situation here in connection with the
is quiet. Upon a
conservative estimate about 200 men
are out.
Service la maintained In the local
offices by officials of the companies,
including chief operators and wire
chiefs, with a few men and women
who refused to strike.
An attempt will be made to bring
new operators here to fill the places
of the strikers.
May Cuu so General Strike.
Postal and Western Union officials
Insist that they will hold no conference with the officers union. If they
remain obdurate the telgraphers in
other cities may be called out, thus
tying up the commercial business of
the west.
The places of the striking street
car men, it is announced by officer!
of the United railroads, are fast being tilled.
It Is hoped that the local strikes
will all be settled before the peace
conference, called by the concllatlon
committee, takes place.
It is stated this afternoon, that
the telegraph companies
have not
yet received aid from any outside
n
telegraphers, but that the
first of these men may be expected
tonight.
An effort will be made to induce
n
the
men to keep out of
the offices, and should this prove unsuccessful, the national officials of
the union will be asked to call a.
general strike of telegraphers.
Many Operator at Work.
Superintendent May, of the Western Union, said today that over fifty
operators, nearly one-thiof the
usual force, are working. A speedy
Increase in the number of men Is expected, as many applications for employment are coming in.
All former employes will be dealt
with as Individuals, the company absolutely refusing to recognize the union In any manner.
May denied the statement of President Small, of the union, that the
company had refused to treat with
the employes, or refused their requests for an Increase of wages.
At the postal office. It was claimed
d
that nearly
of the former
force is working.

telegrapher's strike

non-unio-

non-unio-

San Francisco, June

22.

DISPLAY
In reply

eral Frederick

Funston sent a

com-

celebration.
After thanking the committee for
Its kind invitation, General Funston
said that he was loath to parade his
men In the streets "to be," as he is
quoted, "sneered at and Jeered at by
an unwhlpped mob."
A special committee was appointed
to consider the matter and decide
whether any reply should be made to
his letter.
lU'gitrtlcd as Insult.
Funston's reply Is generally regard,
ed here as un insult, though probably due to his disposition to take
rapid
lire views of everything.
Whether intentional or not, tho committee feels that Gen. Funston owes
the city an apology, and it is highly probable tha the only reply that
will be made to him will be a request that he make one at once.
it is an accepted fact that the city
has been In a riotous condition at
times, but ati far as any attempt being made to Jeer at soldiers in a patriotic
parade, the commLttee feels
that Gen. Funston has exceeded the
bounds of belief.

STRIKE BREAKERS
EN ROUTE TO FRISCO
Ogden, Utah, June 22. Two carloads of telegraph operators from the
east, in charge of six i'lnkerton detectives, passed through Ugden this
morning on their way to tian Francisco.
They are to take the places
of striking Frisco operators.
GREAT

BEND

BANKER

i

WHILE

PINNING

HER

Great liend. Kan., June 22. T. M.
Seward, bookkeeper of the First National bank of Great lieiid, committed suicide this morning by
HAT ing himself throutih the heart. shootNo
cau-kn twn.
for the ac;
e

22.
Houston. Tex.,
Jum
While
inning on iter ha.t in front o! a
preparatory
going
mirror,
to
home
after a day spent at a neighbor's, 12
miles northeast of Hallinger, yesterday evening, Miss Fannie Foreman,
was struck by lightning and instantly
killed. No one else in the house was
Injured.
iJ-dLxitjll
.

TAKE

OFFICIAL

22.

viously adopted separately,

thus

en-

munication that caused much discus- abling the government to put the
sion among the members of the commeasure into Immediate effect,
mittee having In charge the coming to remove the principal grievance and
of

one-thir-

KILLED

Paris,

DID BOY EXECUTIVE

The Chamber of
to an invitation requnstlng the par- Deputies June
voted, practically
ticipation of United .States troops in unanimously,today
all
the
of the
the Fourth of July parade here Gen- wine fraud bill, which clauses
had been pre-

rd
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MUTINOUS SOLDIERS
RETURN TO BARRACKS
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Kansas Ci:y. June 22. Jefferson
l:ruinliack. a pioneer lawyer of th'j
city, dieil this morning in a sanitarium at Kxcelsior Springs, aged IS.
ile was a brigadier general In the
union army during the civil war. His
death was sudden.

Important Documents on Prls

the wine growers. The remainder of
on Investigation Can Not Be
the clauses will be taken up without
delay.
GixhI Itcsiilw Already.
Found by Raynolds.
With the announcement that the
Chamber of Deputies had passed the
bill giving them
Immediate relief,
the wine growers throughout the EXPERT ACCOUNTANT
south, according to advices received
HELD AT SANTA FE
this afternoon, have begun to celebrate and there is every likilhood that
the rebellion in that district will now
be quieted.
Special to The Citizen.
Santa Fe, N. M., June 22. A sen
sation was sprung here today when
UNVEIL MEMORIAL
In an attempt to look up the report
made by Francis H. McMahon, tho
expert accountant
conducted the
TO THOMAS BAYARD secret examination who
of the territorial
penitentiary under H. J. Hagerman
Knd on whose report, 11. O. liursum
Wilmington, Del., June 22. In the was declared a defaulter by Hager
presence of the largest crowd that man, it was discovered that records
ever assembled at a public function of the affair, which cost the terriIn Delaware, the bronze memorial to tory 1 1,250, were missing from the
Thomas F. llayard, secretary of state, governor's olllce.
It is believed that these records
under President Cleveland, former
Xor
United States senator, and first Amer- were removed by the
reasons
best known to himself.
ican ambassador to Great Britain,
was unveiled here this afternoon with
An effort will be made to secure
simple cere monies.
the return of these documents which
In the absence of Mr. Cleveland, contain considerable interesting lnfor.
who wa to deliver the principal ad- niatlon badly needed at this time.
dress, an address was read by John
McMahon arrived in Santa Fe last
Hassett Moore, of Columbia univer- night on personal ituslness.
This
sity.
morning he was requested to testiThe widow of the honored states- fy on behalf of the territory in the
man drew tho cord which released case of 11. U. liursum vs. the Territhe draping of the monument.
tory of New Mexico, a suit brought
to secure an open accounting for all
penitentiary funds.
GAREIELD COMING
McMahon refused to testify. He
was subpoenaed and brought by the
sheriff before the secretary this afternoon.
TO
ile declined to make any statement unless the original reports signed by himself were produced.
SetreUtry of the Interior Garfield,
It was then that the loss was disGilford 1'inchot, chief forester, and covered. The reports are three in
Chief of tho Reclamation
Service number alii they were not in their
Newell will visit New Mexico In Aucustomary place In the tiles of the
gust.
executive ol'lice where they were kept
They will spend August 15 and 16 before llageiinaii left the oftice.
at l.as Vegas looking over the pro- now develops that they have not beenit
posed big reclamation work there.
seen since liagerinait left.
n the evening of the 16th,
they
he examination was adjourned unwill Kiine to Albuquerque for a short til i late this afternoon at which time
stay and the party will then go to the examination of McMahon will be
An.ona to iew the Irrigation work continued
if possible.
McMahon
there.
makes all sorts of excuses and techto
objections
testifying and Is
nical
very loath to disc uss In any manner,
Just a Kltl."
Newport, June 22. The "$10. Inn), the Hal
an controversy
'in) baby," son of Mrs. John Nlcho-- I over ihe penitential y .
consents
to tell
McMahon
is llrown, doesn't like his distinction.
l'nles
"1 don't .taut
be known as a
what he knows, it is probable that he
baby; I'm Just a kid," he told will be held here until he Is prepared
his i hum. The boy is lu years old to testify as to the examination of
and i b.'ccU tt rcctralnt by his moth- the prison and several other matters
er.
He is in (barge ot t o nurses, ot Importance about which he will
out- Ki.gllttli and '.lie French,
probably be asked.
--

-
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Denver, Colo., June 22. The convention of the Western Federation
of Miners today agreed upon a constitutional amendment providing for
a referendum vote by all local union
before a strike is called, a
vote in the affirmative being required
to authorize the strike.
Under the old system, a strike may
be ordered by any union on three-fourtvotes, when its action is ratified by the executive board.
ltonl Fight ext Week.
An amendment was adopted prohibiting unions or individual members from making labor contracts.
The real fight in the convention
over the question of the severance
of all connection with the Industrial
Workers of the World will come next
week when the report of Acting
President Mahoney is under consideration.
Mahoney himself is said to favor
the separation of the two organizations.
Another Amendment.
An amendment
committing
the
federation to industrial unionism and
Independent political
action
drew
forth widely diverse views of the
delegates, and many spoke for and
against the proposition. The hour of
noon adjournment arrived, however,
with several addresses yet forthcoming, notwithstanding
a great many
delegates privately expressed beliefs
that the minds of' the majority .art)
already made up.
LMvlsion waa Impossible, according
to the decisions of the chair, so long
as any member desired to discuss the
matter, regardless of repeated calls
for "the question" from a considerable element.
Amendment Will Prevail.
The amendment is expected to prevail when a vote is reached. In that
event the federation will take the
initiative in a movement looking to
the election of union labor candidates for all political offices.
The opposition to this program emanates in the convention from delegates who believe In separation of
politics from unionism, and the leaving of political action to the individual, according to his own ideas.
Address Delivered.
Addresses were delivered before the
convention preceding Its regular program by Frank Farrlngton, vice
president of Illinois district No. 12,
United Mine Workers of America,
and Duncan McDonald, member of
the executive iboard of Illinois district of the same organization. These
speakers brought greetings from the
coal miners of the east and were
loudly cheered.
Mr. McDonald said, among many
other complimentary
statements to
the fedaratlon delegates, that "the
trial at liolse of the chief representatives of the Western Federation of
Millers has done more to cement the
workingmen of tho east than anything else that has ever happened.
Everywhere that I have been," continued Mr. McDonald, "the Haywood
trial is looked upon as persecution of
union labor and is a part of the program of the Colorado Mine Owners'
association to destroy the Western
Federation of Miners.
"We do not believe that the attempt to thus disrupt your organi
zation will prevail, but even should
your president and secretary be made
to suiter in tne cause of this great
battle of the classes, they will be willing martyrs to the cause. What of
it? Somebody has always had to
suffer for the advancement of civilization and every great movement in
the interests of humanity.
"I bring tidings of hope to the
Western Federation of Miners, and
assure you all that our sympathies
in the east are with you in your
great battle, for we realize that only
In the unity of Interests such as we
represent can we hope to succeed.
That unity is being crystallized now
more than ever, and with good effect."
two-thir-

ds
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TO PENITENTIARY
Sheriff Anlceto C. Abeytu, of Socorro county, accompanied by five prisoners, sentenced this week by Judge
Parker to terms in the penitential y.
passed through the city this morning
en route to Santa Fe. Deputy Sheritt
Maria llaca, of San Antonio, and
Henry Dreyfus, of Socorro, aided the
hheriir In guarding the men.
The prisoners were:
Miguel iilguiii, caught tapping
a
till in a livery stable oftice, sentenceu
to six months and one day for larceny.
C'anuto Apodaca, six months
and
one day in the penitentiary for asa
deadly weapon with insault with
tent to kill.
Jose Locano y Soto, five years for
larceny of horses.
Kmlllo Jaiamtllo, six months and
one day for unlawfully discharging
llrearniH In a settlement.
1'ranti.sco Tafoya, one year fir
drawing and nourishing
a deadly
weapon.
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You Have ONLY Until July

Classified Advertisements!
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Opportunity Knocks But Once at Your Door

t that is your
'tiiri D'wiwTKn
crying need, a want ad in The
Evening Citizen's want column will
assure you of plenty of employe".

MONEY to LOAN

'

WANTED.
shirt
WANTKD At once, a first class
waist lroner. Apply at the Imperial laundry.
WANTED A boy to care foi row
morning and night Apply 902
North Second street.
secon
w a NTK
Gentleman's
South
hand clothing. No.
1

Flrt

ill
street, south of viaduct. Send ad- dress and wlU call. R. J. Sweeney,
proprietor.
People who want some-thlnVANTED
to advertise in The Citizen s
want column. A few lines cost but
a few cents but bring returns an
hundred fold.
JIKN WANTED.
MEN WANTED Somewhere aevery
Job
for
day. If you are looking
's
put a want ad in The Evening
want column and It will do
the rest.
FOR KKNT.
4
to
PoU KENT Houses from
rooms, modern; also 1 furnished
g,

ClU-sen-

W. H. MCMiinon,

It Made Millions of Dollars For Him. Schwab Took
Advantage of His Opportunities.

LOANS.

PROPERTY.

PERSO.VAX

WAXTTnTr,

u

Pianos,

j$

S2. Ilr07.

LIST

SCHOOL
BOOKS

Former Callfornlan Lived for Territorial Superintendent Is
sues General Instructions
a Time In New
to Public.
Mexico.

J. E. Clark, superintendent of pub
Yuma, Ariz.,
June 22. After a
instruction for New Mexico, has
prolonged chase, during which tho lic
ssued
the following general instruc
sought man spent most of the tions for
much
the guidance of school
Skidoo-Treadwe- ll
time on ranches in New Mexico, goschool book dealers and the
ing as far north as Isleta, N. M. eachers,
lubllc:
Sheriff K. Veale, of Contra Costa
Among the Richest in the District
of New Mexico, Department
county, has finally succeeded in ar- Territory
of Education.
Mining company and the board of dill
This property Is owned outright by the
Conresting
In
John
lilasko,
wanted
Book Dealers, School
School
To the
5 cents per
rectors has authorised the sale of 100,000 shares of stock for development purposesnil ate only
tra Costa county for rape, Mrs. John
Officers and Teachers of New Mexwill be a winner
share. Work is already under way. Several rich strikes have been made and the
Blasko, an important witness in the
ico.
without doubt.
case, and twelve-year-ol- d
Bessie Por- The territorial board of education
korng. alleged to have been the vic at a meeting held In Santa Fe on the
tim of the accused man.
11th day of June, lU7, artoptea tne
Through the mining camps of Call following books for use In the first
BUT
Fake
Like
Almost
Looks
Small
That
It
the
of
and
grades of the public schools of
fornla
ranches
eight
Arizona
deems 00
New Mexico, and finally In the city of the territory, during me periou or
share during the deTou may remember the Mohawk, at Goldfleld. Its stock sold at 5 cents per
his capture, Chihuahua, John Hlasko four vears beginning June 15th, 1907.
velopment period. The surface assays of this property showed 42 cents to the ton less than half what
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PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

LAWYERS.

Skidoo-Treadwe-

I.

11

Ira, M. Bond.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, IS F.BL.
N. W Washington, D. C.
Pensions.
copyrights,
caveats.
land patents,
letter patents, trade marks, claims
K. W. 1. Bryan.
ATTORNE T AT LAW, Albuquer
que, N. M. Office,
First National
Bank building.
E. W. Dobson.
Offlee
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
Cromwell block, Albuquerque, N. II
DKMLST8.

Mexico City and rvtnrn $10.25, June
H U 15 inclusive. Limit AugiiHt
31. 1007.
Norfolk, Va., and return. 15 day limit,
158.75: sixty day, 172.90; season
limit. Dec. 15th, 17.45.

Denver and return, j;3.70: Colorado
Springs and return, $20.75; Pueblo
and return, 118. D5. Tickets on sale
June 1st to Sept. SO. 1 'J 0 7 . Return
limit Oct. 31. 1S07.
T. E. PURDT. Agent.
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rooms In
FOR KENT Furnished
modern house. 414 North Fourth
street.
RENT Newly furnished rooms.
txR
419 Marquette avenue. Please call
from 12 till 3. or in the evening.
"FOR RENT Pleasant, well furnlsh-mfrnnt rooms, near business cen
Cornel
ter? rates reasonable.
Sixth and Railroad. Apply at rear.
rooms
cool
vTvii RENT Nice large,
light
Also rooms for
tnr man
DR. J. K. KRAFT,
hmoekeenlnir. AnDly Mrs. H. E.
Dental Surgeon.
Broadway.
Rutherford. 611 South
Rooms
and 3, Barnett building
EMPLOYMENT..
O Rlelly s drug
store. Phont
'iuDijiTMEST If vou need work over
No. 744.' Appointments made by mat.
will
fur
want
column
Th. citizen's
DK. C. A. ELLEI t,
nish you. a quick and ready means
Dent 1st.
minimum exof securing it ai awant
Armljo
Building.
N.
T.
The
Phone 869.
in
ad
a
penditure. Put
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. 8.
Cltlxen today and be at work tomorrow.
No. SOS Railroad avenue.
Offlet
;OR SALE- - TZmH hours, 9 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; l:l(
Snn" i iTtrCdr'iriit class soda foun- - p. m. to S p. m. Both phones. Ap
paraphernalia. polntments made by mall.
comDlete
Lirwith taken
at once. Address
if
rhun
W. M. SHERIDAN. M. D.
Box 248. Albuquerque. N.M.
Homeopathic
Physician and Surgeon
driving
or
saddle
Nice
sai.K
Occidental Life Building. Tele
ponv; also a driving cart. W. H.
phone 886. Albuquerque, N. M.
McMlllion. 211 West Gold avenue.
as
DR. R. L. 11US1.
FOR SALE: Baby carriage, good
Office,
new. Inquire at 414 North Fourth
N. T. Armljo Bldg.
street.
Tuberculosis treated with Hlgb
gentle.
.v.
horse,
A
voune
Fnn sat
Frequency Electrical
Current and
with um- Also a light spring wagon
carp tumii. Germicide. Treatments given each
b re la. Address H.
8 a. m. to 4 p. m.
day
Trained
mules. Alex nursefrom
pad cit it Tan nutivA
In attendance.
Both phones.
ander Sandoval, Sandoval, Sandoval
VllS. JmON-SOimONSON,
county.
Homeopaths.
W.vr, 5Tt
vounar Jersey bull.
Over Van's Drug Store. 'Phone
innnir mornings, at 611 North Office
and residence, 628.
First street. Geo. A. Blake.
DIt. S. L. RURTON.
FOR SALE kO head of range mares.
Physician and Surgeon.
Address Oscar unreing, cmiuuu,
Albuquerque.
Highland
N.
M.
N. M.
office, 610 South Walter street.
New
FOUND.
phone 1030.
FOUND Through the want column
Just what
of The Evening Citizen.
All
vm hnv. been looking for.
UNDERTAKER
advertising source sure to bring re
BORDERS
expenauure.
11
turns for small
want ad and be convlncea.
MOSEY LOST.
ARCHITECTS
in the
uiiKKV T.nsT Everv day
way.
wrong
7
v... dHvartiBlnir the
F. W. Spencer. Rooms
Bar
a pMn want ad is money saved and nett building, Albuquerque, N. it
your
want
In
Send
Both phones.
results assured.
ad today.
"
NOTARY PUBLIC.
LOST.
LOST Anything you lose except your
Thos. K. D. Maddlsnn.
Office with W. B. Chllders.
reputation is sure to do louna ucol- Ill
want ad In The Citizen's want
West Oold avenue.
umn.
EUREKA!
SALESMEN' WANTED.
Yes, I Have Found It at Last.
specialty
Found what? Why that Chamber
WANTED A high class
salesman of experience for New lain's Salve cures eczema and all
I
Mexico, who can command at least manner of Itching of the skin.
$3,000 ler year above expenses. have been afflicted for many years I
man.
right
with skin disease. I had to get up
Vormnnent position to
J. A. Kidwell. Mgr., Sales Dept., three or four times every night and
wash with cold water to allay the
O.
Cleveland.
Experienced In any line terrible Itching, but since using this I
SALESMAN
m sell Keneral trade in "ew cuexicu, salve In December, 1905, the itching
lied specialty proposition has stopped and has not troubled me.
Elder John T. Ongley, Rootvllle.
for
commission with $35 weekly
expenses. The Continental Jewelry Pa. For taU by all druggists.
Co.. Cleveland, O.
Give us your ROUGH DRY w--l
Capable salesman to cov- Monday,
WANTKD
and get It back Wadnesdaj
line.
er New Mexico with staple$100.00
Imperial Laundry Co.
High commissions with
mnmhlv advance. Permanent posi
A Fortunate Texan.
tion to right man. Jess H. Smith
Mr. E. W. Goodloe. of 107 St Louis
Co., Detroit, Mich.
St., Dallas, Tex., says: "In the past
year I have become acquainted with
ccicxxxyoccccxyxxxxxxxxxxxxx) Dr. King a New Life Pills, and no
laxative I ever before tried so effectually disposes of malaria and bilious
BARGAINS
REAL ESTATE
ness." They don't grind nor gripe.
Zoc at all dealers.
FOR SAIJ?.
One of the best busiFEE'S fiOOD, COLD HOOT BEEf
in
ness properties
AT WALTON'S DRUti STORE.
will
Albuquerque,
per cent on
pay
Colic and Diarrhoea.
$16,000.00
investment
Pains in the stomach, colic and
Business corner, good
are quickly relieved by the I
diarrhoea
5,000.00
location
use of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera!
Another good corner
When inl
and Diarrhoea Remedy.
2,200.00
two lots
need of such a medicine, give it a I
of highly
S5 acres
by
druggists.
all
trial. For sale
Improved land, west
of saw mills, $2ttl an acre.
right.
DRY, Im- We
do
it
ROUGH
alfalfa,
20 acres in
perls) Laundry Co.
mile north of town,
ditch runs
mnin
4,500.00
through land
acres
of tine land
200
all under cultivation
water supply never
and CURE
LUNC8
10,000.00
fails
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He knew that the Fkldoo property adjoined the famous Wild Hose district of California and he
knew the Wild Rose district was fabulously rich.
It did not take him long to see that the mineral belt stretched further east and west, north and'
south than the Wild Rose district.
FASince then it has been found to cover vast tracts in three states. NE.M ADJOIMNG TI-MOUS SCHWAB PROPERTY 18 THE

Organs
Horses, Wagons and other Chattels:
also on SALARIE8 AND WAR!
HOUSE RECEIPTS, as low aa f II
and as high as $200. Loans art
quickly made and strictly private
Time: One month to one year given
Goods remain In your possession
Our rates are reasonable. Call and
see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from a
parts of the world.
Rooms t and 4, Orant Bldg.
303 Mi West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.

Furniture,

On

COMPLETE

AFTER LONG

This Is the rarest chnnee von will ever have to make an easy Inroad Into the most famous gold
producing district In the world THE FAMOUS DEATH VALLEY.
Charles M. Schwab bcught the famous Skidoo ulnliig property for three million dollars when it
was not developed.
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PAINT

Covers more, looks

the longest, most economical; full measure.

best, wears

BUILDING
PAPER Always In stock.
Blaster, Lime, Cement.
Paint. Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
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c
It
also
or burn.
Be sure you get the genuine, made or.ly a cut, bruise
maturation
witnout
heal
to
the parts
iy the Sterling Remedy Company, and and in much less time than when th
It alU rmployed.
lever sold in bulk. Every la .et stamped usual treatment
lays the pain of a burn almost inCCC."
7i
stantly. 1'or sale by all druggists.
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DEATH TO

Residence.
Over
Sputtering Fuse After
Companion.

From an Old
Timer.
An olil time sheep raiser Is author-

ity for the following Ideas concerning
wool iind mutton. He nays:
"The goat breeders are bragging
about the fact that prices have re-

mained stable for ten years now in
a stretch.
The figures range from
19 M to twenty-si- x
cents with the
average placed at 22 V4 cents. Some
of the New Mexico breeders say they
can run Angoras at a profit w hen rao- lialr bring eighteen cents for the
spring clip, if the fleeces were In
telligently graded they would Irrmg
more money and as the business increases this will have to be done to
secure much profit.
Increase Imtsk.
A number of sheepmen raise over
per
ninety
cent of the ewe lambs.
One man had over 1,200 lambs from
1,150 ewes due to twins, making the
percentage of increase about 104 per
cent of lambs a month old. Such a
heavy percentage at lambing
time
when they are run in a large flock
will rseult In poor lambs at weaning
time. The reason is that many ewes
only care for one lamb and leave the
other us an outcast orphan. It becomes stunted and often starves.
Many ewes do not have sufficient
milk to raise twins, and both lambs
will be of little value at weaning
time and will probably die in the
winter. If only one had been raised
it might have become a healthy
sheep.
Formerly llad Hair.
"The coat of the primitive sheep Is
supposed to have been composed
mostly of hair with an undergrowth
of tine wool. In this particular it
was different from the goat proper,
thus Indicating that the sheep although belonging to the goat family
is yet a distinct species. By a system of careful breeding the hair has
been eliminated and the wool cultivated and Increased until it has form;,
ed a complete covering. This has
not been possible with the goat,
which still carries its characteristic
coat of hair although greatly improved by scientific breeding. We yet find
traces of the old hairy strain in the
fleeces of the native sheep of Mexico and other countries where little
attention has been paid to the blood
of the Hock. We also notice a natural tendency toward the return to the
old hairy or kempy condition as a
result of carelessness and negligence
or too much inbreeding. Wool shows
good blood and good breeding Just
as surely and accurately as the highly bred race horse or man himself
and any neglect is soon preemptible in
the deterioration of the flock.
Manuring Sliccp.
"The method of managing sheep
on the summer ranges varies greatiy
in different parts of the country and
with different sheep men. In some
localities which are readily accessible, large and commodious wagons
follow the bands from place to place
and in these wagons the herders carry their necessary
utensils,
food,
clothing, and beds. The usual form
of sheep wagon contains
a cook
stove, convenient arrangement for
sleeping and a supply of food and
medicines. These wagons may be
hauled by two or four horses, according to the condition of the roads. In
more inaccessible places one wagon
may be required to furnish service
for a number of herders who sleep in
tents near the night camping ground
for the sheep. Under such conditions
each herder establishes a camp at
some location protected from storms
and conveniently near water, fuel and
grass.
"The sheep are driven each day a
distance varying from one to three
miles and at night they are brought
back to camp. As soon at the grazing becomes short in that locality tlifc
camp Is moved some distance and the
sheep are maintained about the new
camp as a center for a similar length
of time. The camp moving and the
new location of the band ure usually
determined upon by the camp tender, who as a ru'e maintains his camp
together with that of the herder in
charge of the mot't accessible band
of sheep.
In mountain districts inaccessible by wagon, sheep are managed in the summer
by mounted
herders who carry their food and
bedding upon pack horses. During
the day all the horses may be picketed in the neighborhood of the camp
while the herder follows the sheep on
foot. Herders are always assisted by
sheep dogs.
These dogs are a
prime necessity in managing shet p
under range conditions and are particularly useful on summer range
where sheep are subject to attack at
night by coyotes, mountain lions or
bears. The presence of a dog under
such conditions may prevent
fatal
stampeding of the band and consequent heavy losses."
Piles get quick and certain relief
from Dr. Shoop's Magic Ointment.
Please note it is made alone for
Piles, and its action is positive and
certain. Itching, painful, protruding
or blind piles disappear like magic by
its use.
Large nickel-cappe- d
glass
Jars 50 cents. .Sold by all dealers.

Orogrande, N. M., June 22. Ami-d- o
Sanchez is a hero not the stage
kind who walks with a swagger an!
realizes his importance but a modest
miner who saved a companion's life
at the risk of his own, and who
won t even admit that he did anything unusual.
E. Rengal, a contractor, working In
the Copper hill district, failed to put
his foot through the loop at the bottom of the rope while ascending from
a mining shaft and when 30 feet
from the lower level, he lost his hold
and fell back, being severely hurt.
A series of blasts had been lighted
by the miners, all of whom except
Kengal had cleared the shaft. When
he fell, it appeared to mean death
for him, as in his wounded condition
he could not reach
the sputtering
fuses.
Sanchez Saves Illtn.
Without a word, Sanchez grasped
the rope and slid like a lightning's
bolt from the top to the bottom of
the shaft, placed his foot in the loop,
and, grasping Kengal about the body,
had the two men at the top hoist
away.
The fuses burned closer to th.3
powder every moment, but the men
could not hasten the windlass for
fear of throwing Sanchez and his
companion off the rope. Finally the
two appeared at the top of the shaft
and were removed to safety.
A moment later, great chunks of
rock, propelled by three blasts, shot
out of the pit.
Had the ascent occupied two seconds longer, iboth men must have
been killed. Kengal was badly injured by the fall, but .Sanchez is
working as usual.
I will mall you free, to prove merit,
samples of my Dr. Shoop's Restorative, and my Book on either Dyspepsia, The Heart or The
Kidneys.
Troubles of the Stomach, Heart or
Kidneys are merely symptoms of a
deeper ailment.
Don't make the
common error of treating symptoms
only. Symptom treatment is treating
the result of your ailment, and not
the cause. Weak Stomach nerves
the inside nerves mean Stomach
weakness, always.
And the Heart,
and Kidneys as well, have their controlling or inside nerves.
Weaken
these nerves, and you inevitably have
weak vital organs.
Here is where
Dr. Shoop's Restorative has made Its
fame. No other remedy even claims
to treat the "inside nerves."
Also
for bloating, biliousness, bad breath
or complexion, use Dr. Shoop's Restorative.
Write me today for sample and free Book.
Dr. Shoop, Racine, Wis. The Restorative is sold by
all dealers.
ALBUQUERQUEAN
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INTERESTING
Smith of

BOOK

lier

City and Other PioTitle, of Pleasing
Ily
Ueorge
Work
T. Ituffuin
Formerly of This City.
"Smith of Bear City and Other
Pioneer Sketches," is the title of a
most interesting book written by a
former resident of this city, George
T. Buffum.
Mr. Buffum knew the
southwest thoroughly
in the days
when it was the haunt of the Indian
and the bad man. His stories are
taken from life and it might be said
they are "unexpurged versions" of
early border life in the west and
southwest.
Smith of Bear Canyon,
Bat Matserson, Bill Hikok, Curly-Haire- d
Charlie tleronima,
Vistorio
and a dozen other men known country wide in literature are characters
of which Mr. Buffum tells true stories.
'In Gentle Annie," to which one
chapter is devoted, Mr. Buffum tells
a story which for deviltry and a
coarse sort of pathos, has not been
excelled in the annals of frontier
life.
The book is very interesting,
even to those who know little or
nothing of the days about which It
tells. To the old timers It must prove
Intensely entertaining.
It is a handsomely bound volume, printed in
large clear type on good paper and
comes from the Grafton Press.

neer

SketeheH

The Magic No. 3.
Number three is a wonderful mascot for Geo. H. Parrls,
of Cedar
Grove, Me., according to a letter
which reads: "After suffering much
with liver and kidney trouble and becoming greatly discouraged by the
failure to find relif. I tried Kleetrlc
Bitters and as a result I am a well
man today. The first bottle relieved
and three bottles
completed
the
cure. Guaranteed best on earth for
stomach, liver and kidney troubles
by all dealers.
o
Guadalupe Vargas beat his mother-in-laaged K6. with his fists at
Ariz., Thursday, and the same
day Peter Slrkovich slugged Mrs.
Sirkovlch.
The women must have
been particularly unruly that day at
llisbee.
BIs-be-

Is to love children, and no home
caa be completely happy without them, yet the ordeal through
which the expectant mother
must pass usually is so full of suffering1,
danger and fear that she looks forward
to the critical hour with apprehension
and dread. Mother's Friend, bvitsnene- trating' and soothing' properties, allays nausea, nervousness, and
all unpleasant feelings, and so prepares the system for the
ordeal that she passes through
the event safely and with but
little suffering', as numbers have
testified and said, "it is worth
its wei rht in gold." $1.00 per
Uook
bottle of drusrtrists.
valuable information mai

wonmft
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If your name is not in list below, fill out blank above
and send same to the office of The Evening Citizen.

McPltland. Miss. res. 615 north
Klghth street.
McQuade, John W., building contractor, res. 234 north Walter street.
McShane. P. J., engineer, saw mills,
res. 602 west TIJeras avenue.
McSpaddon. Clarence A., grocery
clerk, res. 302 south Bror.way.
McSpadden, T. L, real estate dealer,
res. 302 south Broadway.
XhcjiiiiiiII, lr.
physician
V.,
nnd
surgeon, room 2 N. T. Armljo bldg.
Nagle, Mrs. John K., res. 410 west
sliver avenue.
Nail, Deo, train porter Santa Fe Ry.,
res. 317 west Silver avenue.
Nally, Robert, laborer, res. 200 north
Broadway.
Napoleon, Nuncio, prop, saloon, res.
1219 Barelas road.
Narson, C, employe American Lumber company, res. 825 north Eighth
street.
Narvalz, Esquipulo, laborer, res. 723
East street.
Narvalz, Teodoro, laborer, res. 723
East street.
Nash Electrical Supply Co, (M. Nash,
mgr), 606 west Railroad avenue.
Nash, Fred C, machinist, res. 636
south Arno street.
Nash, Michael, mgr. Nash Electrical
Supply Co., res. 606 west Railroad avenue.
Nead, John C, mgr. Mcintosh Hardware Co., res. 4 23 west Coal avenue.
Neal, Wm. E., agent Union Central
Life Insurance Co., room 10 Bar-ne- tt
bldg.; res. 209 south Walter
street.
Nealy, J. A., driver, res. 113 north
Second street.
Necker, Mrs. Nettle (widow), res.
214 south Edith street.
Neher, George K., prop. White Elephant saloon, res. 403 north Second street.
Neher, William, res. 403 north Second street.
Nelson, G. O., employe American
Lumber company, res. Hotel Nava-

jo.
Nervez,

Ernestine, employe Alvarada
laundry, res. William street.
Nettleton, Milton C, insurance agent,
res. 114 south Third street.
Neustadt, Alfred, res. 612 west Copper avenue.
Neustadt, Samuel (Ernest Meyers &
Co.), wholesale liquor dealer; res.
610 west Copper avenue.
Nevaro, Jose, employe American
Lumber company, res. west Mountain road.
Nevlll, Miss Martha, maid Alvarado
hotel, res. same.
Newby. Will, res. 124 south Edith
street.
Newcomer, S. E., book and art Btore,
221 south Second street; res. 205
north Walter street.
Newman, John, employe Santa Fe
Ry., res. 1020 south Edith street.
Newman, P. J., employe American
Lumber company, res. Hotel Navajo.
Newman, Thomas J., employe Santa
Fe Ry., res. 1020 south Edith
street.
Newton, George, baker, res. Hotel
Cralge.
New York Saloon (P. Zito, prop),
316 south Second street.
Nichlas, John, employe American
Lumber company, res. 804 William street.
Nichols. Albert, clerk F. J. Huston
Co., res. 824 William street.
Nichols, Fred B., bookkeeper First
National bank, res. 810 Park avenue.

Nichols, Grace, stenographer Mutual
Benefit Life Insurance Co., res.
1107 Kent avenue.
Nicholson, W. II., railroad trainman,
res. Highland Rooming house.
Nickler, John, machinist,
res. 824
William street.
Nicolad, Fortunato, barber, res. 411
north Broadway.
Nieii, E., employe Rico cafe, res.
same.
Nieto, Antonio, shoemaker, 309 south
First street; res. 1013 54 south
Fourth street.
Nieto, Jesus, res. 506 west Cromwell
avenue.
Nieto, Juan, barber, res. 1013 south
Second street.
Nirisen, Gilbert, mgr. Star Furniture
store, res. 317 wertf Coal avenue.
Nissen, A. J., captain Salvation Army,
res. 209 west TIJeras avenue.
Noble, Mrs. R. F., clerk, res. 207 H
west Gold avenue.
Noble, William, musician, res. 207 Vn
west Gold avenue.
NolTslnger, Elmo B., employe American Lumber company,
res. 420
north Eleventh street.
4
Nofflsnger, Jacob G., res. 20 north
Eleventh street.
Nohl, Fred A., conductor Santa Fe
Ry., res. 217 north Walter street.
Noland. S. C, res. 721 west Marquette avenue.
Nolasco, Joe, employe L. B. Putney,
res. northeast of woolen mills.
Nolls,
Lee.
train porter, res. 317
west Silver avenue.
Nolton, Miss Rdsella, res. 203 north
Fourteenth street.
Noneman, Charles, res. 607 west
Mountain road.
N'ord, F. N., jeweler, res. 823 south
Edith street.
Norman, Mrs. Charles, res. 710 north
Second

fctreet.

Norris. Airs. Anna (widow), res. 624
John Mieet.
Norris. William H., engineer Santa
Fe Ry., res. 309 south Broadway.
North. Warren A., machinist apprentice Santa Fe yhops, res. engine
house Santa Fe lire department.
North Third Street .M.n ki t, (Krriil
KleirrAort, pro,),
HMD north
Third .stre.-tNotgra-s- ,
John I"., con.lui tor Santa
IV Uy.. res.
souLh Arno street.
Notley, W. Clark, shoemaker, 2tl '3
avenue;
res. same.
Railroad
e.it
Ni.rley, Jarii'-1!..
Iilai Usmilh, res.
Haz.-liinavenue.
uel
Bailey, press foreman Cltizvii
.ovel.
I'nlill.-iiin- g
t 'o.
Xuaias.
lan, employe A nwri'-i'Lumber ctMiip.nr. i -. Los I'aiole- laria.
Nuanes, ljonaririuiio, employe Santa
Fe Uy.. res. 815 Barelas load.
N'Ullies. Elias, car .Vol ki
Santa Fe
ops.
its. 140j jtouth SeconJ
street.
.

5

.

1'

Nuanes, Frank, employe Santa Fe
Ry., res. 815 Barelas road.
Nuanes,
Gregorlo (widow),
Mrs.
res. 606 west Cromwell avenue.
employe American
Nuanes. Jose,
Lumber company, res. Martinet
town.
Nuanes Plutarco, employe Albuquerque foundry,
res. 1413 south
Broadway.
Nuanes, Prlmltavo,
coachman, res.
515 west Coal avenue.
Nuanes, Santiago, employe Santa Fe
Ry., res. 815 Barelas road.
Nuanes. Tanlslao, gardener, res. 815
Barelas road.
Nuckolls. John L., blacksmith Santa
Fe shops, res. 40J west Pacific avenue.
Nugent, Frank K., employe Santa Fe
shops, res. 1007 south Second
street.
Nuniz, Jesus, employe Cochitl saloon,
res. 107 east Gold avenue.
Nutter. Mrs. S. C, res. 615 south
High street.
Nutter, W. G., res. 615 south High
street.
Nye. Wm., foreman air room Santa
Fe shops, res. 1003 south Fourth
street.

o

O'Jiannon,

Circle Tours to the

JAMESTOWN
EXPOSITION N0RvFA.0LK

No appetite, loss of strength, nervous
cess, headache, constipation, bad breath,
general debility, tour risings, and catarrh
of the stomach are all due to Indigestion.
Kodol relieves indigestion. This new dlscov
ery represents the natural Juices of digestion as they exist In a healthy stomach,
combined with the greatest known Ionia
and reconstructive properties, Kodol for
dyspepsia does not only relieve Indigestion
and dyspepsia, but this famous remedy
helps all stomach troublea by cleansing,
purifying, sweetening and strengthening
the mucous membranes lining the stomach.
Mr. S. S. PH, of Ravenawood. W, Vs., wri:
" I waa

Occupation.

Pointers In Wool and Mutton Miner Climbs Down

P4CI THRU

Sour
Stomach

Name.

FRIEND

R

CITIZEN.
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EVENING

SOLD UY

J. II. O'lUFXXY
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site the
Sturges'
thorough
dressing,
growing

LAKE SHORE FROM CHICAGO
.
MICHIGAN CENTRAL FROM CHICAGO
BIG FOUR FROM CHICAGO
.
.
BIG FOUR FROM ST. LOUIS
.

CIIIHOPO-IMS- T.

oppo-

BIG FOUR FROM CHICAGO
.
BIG FOUR FROM ST. LOUIS
tTOP OVEW AT WASHINGTON,

INN

FOLDER

Passwigir Trafflo Managar,

CHICAGO

their friend to make

at

The Hollenbeck Hotel
Los Angeles,

hn

riftwsT'

California

V HO

Tour friendship and patronage la appreciated. Courtesy and
attention to
is a pleasure to us. Hollenbeck Hotel and Cafe
better than ever. Location convenient and desirable.
Depot and beach line cars stop at the Hollenbeck door.

Albuquerque

Foundry and

Machine

Works

H. m. MALL. Proprietor
Iron and Brass Casting; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaft-lng- s.
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iroa
Fronts for Buildings.
nmpmlrm on Mining mnd mill Mmchlnory m Bpimlty
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque. N. M.
THE SECRET,
of why our bread Is In such demand
for its fine quality, lightness and
most delicious flavor Is that It Is
made from choice winter wheat and
by the best methods known In baking to give nutrition and enjoyment
of eating at the same time. If you
are not using; Balling's bread try It.

PIONEE
207 South

621 North

First Street.

Phone No.

8S

DIAMOND

BAKERY
First Street

ICE

EXCURSION
Southwestern Brewery

ft loo Company.

--T- O-

Colorado

HENRY'S

And Principal Eastern Points

(ElmtUt0 attii IrpaHtng IttorliH

On Sale Dally

Dry and Steam Cleaning.
the most Delicate

June 1st to Sept. 30th

W Guarantee not to
of Ladles Garments,

Shrink er Fade

Vie Miike a Specialty of Cleaning, Pressing and Repairing

via

GENTLEMEN'S CLOTHES
Goods Called for and Delivered.

Out of Town Orders Given Prompt Attention

MRS. ROSE HENRY

XXtTZt

Jllbucrque, SeW Mexico

4..

paHtBaWaMaHsiaaW
3. D. Eaktn, President
G. Gloml, Vic President.

Chu. Meltnl,

ersttrz

O. BachechL Treasmrex.

Consolidated Liquor Company
Low rates, long limit, tickets accepted on Limited and all other
trains. Call at ticket office and we
will plan your trip back east. We
are all going. Why not youT

Successors to
MEL.NI o EAKIN, and BACHECHI at CIOMI.
WMOLKBALK DZALHR9 IN

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
Wt

T.

E. PURDY, Agent
A. T. & S. F. RY.

kttp tfrytblaq la
most foitldlout

Hook to outfit tbo

bar oomploto

Have bssn appointed exclusive agents In the Southwest fe Joe. 9,
Schlltz, Wm. Lemp and 8t Louis A. B. C Breweries; Yellowstone,
Green Rlvsr, V. H. McBrayer's Cedar Brook, LOgls Hunter, T.J. Men.
arch, and other standard Brands of whlsklse too numerous te mention,
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS,
But sell the straight article U received by us from the best laerlea.
Distilleries and Breweries In the United Stat s. Ceil aad lusseet oar
Stock and Prices, or write for illustrated Catalogs and Pries klst
lsiued to dealers only.

If You Want A

Plumber
THE

,

.

LYNCH,

New Mexico headquarters

toirlrlaft WonnnluHHi, ait.n do
of ortriui nnd tiM.y. M
rtmirv rot tmn nnai,
thfm. tann t rto hnrm-ll- fa
b
r
Ml at
BY

$22.25
25.00

D. C.

A. C. I.ILICKE and JOHN 8. MITCHELL Invite

vliiinrnt

rOB

J.

WARREN

known

id

.
.

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED

lrm,

tnill.

$32.05
31.3S
32.05
38.20

SAME ROUTE

GOING AND RETURNING

They evtrcom WBknM,
larltv ari? umh.oniiiirt'Af
i,i
viid baniah "paitu of
runmi

Klr-ster-

Ortiz. Louis A r! rk storekeeper's
otrice, Santa Fe By., res. 410 north
First street.
Ortiz. Mrs. Mary I... lie (widow), res.
1S north liro nl ay.
Ortiz. Modesto C, attorney at law,
res. Old town.
Ortiz. Mora, res. 114'i south Third
street.
Nora, r aining house, res.
Ortiz. .Mi11 6 Is south Third street.
Ortiz. Philhpl.
blacksmith
shop, res. 4i:s vest I'acilie ave-

Grand Ocean Trip between New York and Norfolk

Alvarado and next door to
cafe, is prepared to Rive
scalp treatment, do hair
treat corns, bunions and innails.
She gives massage
treatment and manicuring.
Mrs.
own
Bambini's
preparation of complexion cream builds up the skin and
Improves the complexion, and is
guaranteed not to be injurious. She
also prepares a hair tonlo that cures
and prevents dandruff and hair falling out; restores life to dead hair;
removes moles, warts and superfluous
hair. Massage treatment by vibrator
machines.
For any blemish of the
face, call and consult Mrs. Bambini.
MOTT'S PENNYROYAL PILLS

V

VIA

at all Tourist Points

STOP-OVER- S

CO.

at her parlors

Mrs. Bambini,

RETURN

NEW YORK, WASHINGTON, D. C.
NIAGARA FALLS

troubled with tour stomach for twenty rears.
Kodol cured me and we are now titinc it la milk
lor baby."
FOR BACKACHCWIAK KIDNEY
TRY
DtWITTs KIDNEY sua BLADDER PIlLl-te- ra
tea Ml
Prepared by E. O. OeWITT & OO.a Ohlcaaw

";. !oni

s;
Daniel, rlgarmaker,
res. 401 Bridge street.
O'Bannon, Felipe B., grocer, 401 west
Bridge street; res. same.
Obermeyer, Louis H., prop, saloon,
613 south First street; res. same.
O'Brien, Mrs. John, res. 224 south
Walter street.
O'Brien, Joseph J., clerk freight depot, res. 713 south First street.
O'Brien, Wm., clerk Graham Bros.,
res. Second street and TIJeras avenue.
Occidental I,lfo Insurance Co. (J. II.
O'Rlelly, secretary
and general
manager). Occidental bldg.
Odell, Mrs, Annie, domestic, res. 619
west Gold avenue.
Odell, Wm. M., porter, res. 519 west
Gold avenue.
Odjard, Miss Ann, school teacher,
res. 605 south Arno street.
O'Donnell, Mrs. E., res. 108 east Pacific avenue.
O'Donnell, M., retired, res. 414 west
Sliver avenue.
Ogle, R. D.. civil engineer, res. 609
south Walter street.
O'Grady, Patrick, laborer, res. 215
west Silver avenue.
Ohlran, William L., foreman Superior
Planing mill, res. 818 south Arno
street.
O'Laughlln,
Bernard,
nurse St.
Joseph's sanitarium, res. same.
O'Laughlln, Michael, blacksmith, res.
717 south Fourth street.
Olguin, Aecvclo,
res. 1321 south
Third street.
Olguin, Erlseblo, lineman Colorado
Telephone Co., res. 1324 south Second street.
OUn, Mrs. F. II. (widow), res. 1303
east Railroad avenue.
Ollphant. John (Oliphant & Perry),
res. 805 north Eighth street.
Oliphant, Joseph, shipping clerk L.
B. Putney, res. 423 north Fourteenth street.
OUpliant & IVrry, haberdashers, 119
south Second street.
Ollphant, Mrs. Sophia (widow), res.
4 23 north Fourteenth street.
Ollvares, Y. Salvador, tailor Booth
& Co., res. Arcade hotel.
Olsen, otto, employe American Lumber company, res. 1025 north
Eighth street.
Olsen, Sven, carpenter,
res. 1110
south Third street.
O'Neal, Miss Nettie, stenographer,
res. 615 east Railroad avenue.
O'Neill, Miss Julia, prop. Ruby
house, 623 south First street; res.
same.
O'Neill, Miss Nora, prop. Ruby house,
623 south First street; res. same.
Onstadt, H. T., employe Ameircan
Lumber company, res. 1010 north
Ninth street.
Oppenhelmer, Amelia, res. 503 west
Copper avenue.
Oranday, Mrs. Tomasa,
employe
American Lumber company, res.
723 East street.
Ordias, Norclsco, res. 1307 west Marble avenue.
Orear, James,
traveling
salesman,
res. 202 south Broadway.
Orear, Joseph I., plumbing department Whitney Co., res. 200 south
Broadway.
O'Kiclly Drug CouiUiny, J. II. (IL
E. Fox, Mgr), wholesale and retail drugs, corner Second street
and Railroad avenue.
O'Rlelly, J. H., general manager Oc
cldental Life Insurance Co., res.
220 north Ninth street.
Orr, Mrs. Louise (widow), res. 418
north First street.
Ortega, J. M , meat cutter Blanchard
Meat and Supply Co., res. 20J west
TIJeras avenue.
Ortega, John, el
O'Rlelly Drug
store, res. 1000 south Broadway.
Ortega, Lucille, pantry woman Alvarado hotel; res. same.
Ortiz, Antonio, clerk Leon P. Stern',
res. 403 west Ilazeldine avenue.
Ortiz, Mrs. Deloriica, domestic, 90J
west TIJeras avenue; res. same.
Ortiz, Facundo, helper Santa Fe carpenter shops, r s. 1221 Barelas
nail.
Ortiz, Felipe, car repairer Santa Fe
depot, res. 1102 I.arclas road.
Ortiz. Frank, res. 4 14 north Board-wa-

AND

Telephone No. 61
The Standard

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkote Roofing

-t

nue.

Oruz, Tony ('.,
Co.,

worker
.'...!
.
110

J.

Kov-b--

r

north Fir t
street.
o.shorn. Mrs. Mary iaIiIow), res. 105
Coal avenue
Ira I,., ph a rnaelst Santa IV
hospital, res MH south Broadway.
Itleudorf. litola-'e- . bookkeeper Woolen rnii.s. ict, 1115 north Second
"tret-!Osterlof, Miss Sofia, maid Alvaralj
hotel, re.--, tiuo we-- t Iron avenue.
tV;

re--

Ftfst and Marquette

Our work is as our name
implies, and our charges are
right.

Albuquerque, New Mexico

The St. Elmo

'el

BARNETT,

Prop'r.

2 0 West Railroad

Avenue

Standard Plumbing & Heating Co I JOSEPH

j

J

orooaian
Finest Whiskies
Wines, Brandies. Etc.

SAMPLE AND
CLUO UOOM8

OMOetfcihaciKiiania
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REFRIGERATORS

Dr. R. L. HukI and wire are the
(liun-hajvpy parents of a fine baby boy I'.rt)St. Pauls
Rev.
.1
it f IUA Lutheran
immiM, L'na.
wimmm kTj
rumiitj
who arrived at their home yesterday. at
9:30 a. m.; morn in wnrnhip with ifcy
Rudolph Hopfleld, an attorney of ( lfrmn
PUBLISHED DAILY AND WEEKLY
Wichita, Kan., arrived In the city this llsh service and sermon at 8 ' p. m.
morning from Kl Paso to visit his You are most conllnllv Invited. Trip
friend, Joseph Sheridan.
church Is located on the corner of
W. H. Schroeder has assumed the Mxtn street and Silver avenue.
management
of the ekating rink
Rev. R. S. Owens will preach at the
which will hereafter be open every
night of the week Instead of only Highland M. E. church, South, tomorrow morning at 11 o'clock, and
nights as heretofore.
WILLIAM F. BROGAN fourLupe
W. S. STRICKLER
Hev. Andrews, of Los Angeles, will
Gallegos, a Mexican, and occupy
the pulpit in the evenlmr. Sun
John Collins, two men arrested last day school
MANAGING EDITOR
PRESIDENT
at 9:45 o'clock in
night, were fined $10 and $5 respec- the morning service Kpworth.
at
tively by Judge Craig this morning in 6.30 o'clock Inand evening. league
Everyone
the
Constructed on Scientific fi
police court
is invilea to attend.
The Learnard & Lindemann Hoys'
Principles.
band feels under special obligations
FIXELV EQCIPPKD JOB DEPARTMENT.
Idscopnl Church
I'lrt Methodist
to Miss Jennie Craig for her excellent in.
j. iiouins, i.i. i )., pastor. Sunpiano accompaniment at last even- day school meets nt :45. Morning
BEST ADVERTISING MEDJXM IN TirE ROimiWEST.
ing's concert.
worship at 11 a. m., with sermon by
Call
LEADING REPUBLICAN TAPEll IN NEW MEXICO.
Sec Them.
A suit for divorce was filed In the the pastor, theme, "The Element of
i
district court yesterday afternoon by Humanity in Redemption." Kpworth
league
7
meets
boosting albcqcerqce and
Evening
at
o'clock.
socrmvEST.
George L. Speer against Florence B.
p. rn. The pastor will speak
Speer. Frank Ackerman appears as service,
on ine Muay of a Great Character
REPCBLICAN PRINCIPLES AND THE "SQUARE DEAL."
attorney for the plaintiff,
Strangers
cordially Invited.
The
Mrs. Mattle Campbell, who recentis on the coiner of Lead ave
ASSOCIATED PRESS REPORT AND Al'XILIARY NEWS SERVICE.
ly had three serious operations per- church
nue and south Third street.
formed at St. Joseph
hospital, Is
rapidly Improving and will be able to
First Prvsbyterliin Church Corner
return home In a few days.
.ruin street and Silver avenue. Hugh
G. I. Brown, who has recently re
oopcr, pasior. .services at 11 a,
signed as baggage master at the un- m. and 8 p. m.
Morning
ion
depot
Paso,
Kl
In
theme, "The Kingdom of
accepted
has
The Silver City Knterprise afler enumerating the charges made against a
with the Atchison, To ine unna. '
the superintendent of the territorial prison, Captain Arthur Trelford, com- pekaposition
& Santa Fe as superintendent
theme, "The Palm-tre- e
ments as follows: "If the Inhuman treatment told Is merely In accordance or tne warehouse
Christian."
at Albuquerque.
with accepted rules of prison treatment, as Is asserted by the friends of TrelMusical
Selections. Morning.
American Lumber Mill band
"O Jeus Thou Art StandHowever, we willThe
ford. then there Is surely something wrong with the 'rules.'
8 The Girl Who
give two free concerts tomorrow, Anthem,
ing"
Shepard
do not believe there Is any code of discipline which will approve of hanging one at 3:30 o'clock In the afternoon Solo,
y Goes Resorting 8
Angelic"
"The
Choir
a man up by his hands for seventeen days and allowing him Just enough at Robinson park, and at 8 o'clock
p
Stults
rations to keep him alive. The friends of Superintendent Trelford are in the evening at Traction park
Q
Mrs. H. J. Collins.
8
By Winifred Gray
hurting his ca.se If they tre circulating such a report.
We do not believe uom programs are said to be ex
Evening Selections.
Inhuman treatment such as Is described above, would be tolerated in any cellent ones.
Offertory, "Anilnte"
Russell uouooooootjooooooooouoacfxxj
On Thursday evening Mr. and Mrs. Anthem, "Lead Kindly Light"
prison. In America but perhaps they were referring to Russia or Siberia. At
Thompson
any rate. If those charges can be proved conclusively, short shrift should be George Albright entertained about
V.
guests at a dancing party at Solo, "Wonderful Words of Life,".
forty
THE SIMMER ItELLE.
given Mr. Trelford."
Mrs. H. J. Collins.
My ljear Kathyrn:
I wonder If
ineir residence on West Jad ave
Sunday school at 9:45 a. m. Young there exists a girl who down in her
nue. tempting refreshments
were
7
people's
p.
meeting
m. A cordial heart would not be a summer belle,
One of the most practical steps to lessen the frequency of railway wrecks served and the guests pent a most
at
Invitation to strangers.
given the chance. This means that
Is that begun by the National Union of Railway Trackmen to bring the poor enjoyable evening.
damsel who In all her young bravecondition of railway tracks to the corrective attention of state and federal
Mr. Beal, representing the Albu
First Congregational Church Tor-ne- r ry flutters by with a train in her
officers, says the Kansas City Star.
This labor should not be left to the querque Citizen Is taking In the town
wake, to the great satisfaction of
Broadway
Coal avenue. Wilunaided organization In question.
This union Is anything but wealthy, and and surrounding mining camps this son J. Marsh, and
herself or the envy of other girls.
pastor.
weeK.
improved
Tne
has
citizen
Its members are all In the employe of the railways.
If the trackmen should
Sunday school at 9:45 a. m., H. S. Are you an exception?
furnish too much expert Information of defective roadbeds, etc., they might wonderfully in the last six months Llthgow, superintendent. Young PeoLet me say that belledom, sumCity
and
large
its
Silver
Is
list
and
ple's
Society of Christian Endeavor, mer or winter, costs, not only money,
suddenly lose their Jobs.
The public, through Its officers, should consegrowing. Silver City En 7 p. m.
Sup
Preaching
11 a. m. but something besides money.
services.
quently follow the lead which the National Union of Railway Trackmen has constantly
terprise.
pose we consider the outlay. Then
and 8 p. m. Strangers welcome.
opened.
An unanswerable position for railway boards to take would be
I
you
you
shall ask
Advices from Socorro countv state
if
are willing to
Morning Service.
that If a railway company is not derelict It has nothing to fear from Investi- that
pay the cost. Perhaps you are, for,
the native town of Uuadalaiara. Organ Prelude.
gation and if it has been negligent an Inquiry is essential.
without a doubt, In your mind's eye,
a small place several miles below Satl Doxolngy.
my dear, you can
picture
some
Antonio, has been destroyed, the Rio Responsive Reading.
young woman whose successes make
A Kansas editor is attacking the magazines of today and the writers of Grande rising to a point where the ( iffertory.
you
copy
long
to
you
might.
If
Anthem
her
My
Will
"I
Feed
was
Hooded
Flock"
town
and the adobe
the average magazine story. He characterizes these latter as "flat chested, buildings goon
their
C. Simpler 1 hese laurels, Kathryn, have
melted away. No lives
old pelicans."
While they may not be flat chested few will deny that they were
price. Somebody pays; whether the
Subject
sermon,
of
"Perpetual
lost.
re flat headed.
The average magazine of today so far as its fictions are
girl herself, her father, or the girls
Youth."
A. J. O. Cooke, vice president of
concerned, Is not only not nt to read but unfit to be brought lino the average
whom sfce has displaced; and al- Evening Service.
the
Gold Mining com organ Prelude.
Mough the reigning belle 01 any sea
wholesome Americnn home.
pany of Chihuahua
who Song service, by chorus. Mrs. H. J. son secures her triumphs always at
.Mexico.
makes his headquarters In Albuquer Stone, organist.
expense, she never expects
someone's
Subject of address. "(Sod's Pleasure the price to come from herself. It
The Salvation Army recently gave a fresh air outing to the poor children que, arrived here this morning from
frequently does so, howe'ver, with Inof Albuquerque.
As The Citizen once before stated, fresh air outings by the the southern part of the territory. Concerning All."
terest, too, that runs up with the
O
Army are a blessing and an act of humanity in the slums of ble cities, but Mr. Cooke has been touring the
Corner Fourth and Gold Ave.
Phone 98
country during the
First Baptist Church Corner of years.
the children who went out from Albuquerque were pink cheeked, bright past two valley
Take a girl who trades on the
weeks.
Broadway and Lead avenue. Sunday
eyed, laughing little boys and girls, who were the living pictures of health.
of her family to do things
Lew Wardwell, a local cattle man, sohool 9:45 n. m. It. Y. P. U.. 7 p. m. standing
Perhaps spiritual sunshine would have been more to the point.
could not with lack of social poreturned this morning from Magda-len- Rev. J. A. Shaw, of Colorado. will she
Young
men on an aimless
sition.
where he has been working on preach both morning and evening.
Jaunt, fellows living for the moment's
Morning Worship.
Sliver City Is to be congratulated.
a ranch. Mr. Wardwell says that Organ
She now has a handsome theater
pleasure, prefer her, it would seem,
Prelude Hymn from "Iphl- one, equal to any In New Mexico.
Few people realize how Silver City Is everything is In first class condition
over
most prudent young women;
genia
in
Tauris'1
C.
W.UIuck
Magdalena.
He
around
of
two
had
forging to the front of late and still fewer know that Grant county is going
ami they make their summer favorite
Doxology.
his
horses
stolen
at
Marclal,
San
but
to be the leading mining center of the southwest before many more months soon
believe that her nets are very smart
"O Worship the King"
recovered them. He intends go-I- n Hymn
'
have passed.
and funny. But Just let her get on
Scripture Lesson.
gto the Jemez country soon.
the wrong side of one of them, and
Prayer.
C. Henry, of this city, received Choir Response.
If he knows anything to her discredit
Somebody has compared the present price of groceries In the United a A.
telegram
and the hotel will ring
from San Diego, Solo
Selected he willit tell It,sees
States with the figures of 1867 and finds that $9.63 now Is equal to $26.70 Cal., stating today
brother-in-lato that. To mis he
with
he
his
that
(i.
J.
Gould.
years
two
after the Civil war closed. Flour in May, 186". cost J17.50 a barrel William Hart, a former resident of Offertory Berceuse. ... A. Guilmant iidds his suspicions, if he feels so insugar
17 cents a pound.
and
And yet a lot of prosperity was ahead.
clined. For you must know, Kathryn,
Albuquerque, died today at that place' Anthem Te Deum in
The decea-selived In this city for
Eduardo Marzo the typical summer belle's ways in-off
years,
during
which time he Mrs. McDonald and .Mr. .Collister, cite the unscrupulous and drive
The friends of presidential aspirant Fairbanks have come forward with eleven
the conventional and truly worthy.
of the old First street
Soloists.
the statement that the senator once helved logs and split rails. That was was proprietor
I could mention a girl with a face
Hymn.
all right In Lincoln's day but the present demands a man who can devise barn. He Is survived by a widow.
of a Madonna, who nevertheless flirt-o- f
Yesterday In the district court a Sermon.
some system of harvesting alfalfa between
herself half to death. I use the
motion for a new trial in the case of Benediction.
past tense, for she has not many masOrgan Postlude Chorus from the
against
Teresa
Hruno
Vergollo
Joe
An Arizona paper thinks that the Kaijuas editor who claims that a woculine followers now. She has reachMusic to Racine s Athalla
was overruled.
In the recent trial
ed the age when the soul speaks, or
man always rests her chin In her hand when she sits down because that Is the
Mendelssohn
Jury
decided against the plaintiff.
the lack of it does, you see, and frivWe give spoclnl attention to FARM MACHINERY Alfalfa Mowers.
Kveniiiff Service.
the most weary portion of her anatomy, must have been married a long, long The plaintiff
of
sued
for
the return
Nobody Wheat Binders. Rakes, Hay lresses. Wind Mills. Wc carry high quality of
olity marks that woman.
Organ Prelude Twilight
time, at least once in his career,
five milch cows driven away by the
seriously.
Does
Margaret Ruthven Lang ever has taken her
machinery anil tools. Write us for spocinl catalogue. J. KORBEK & CO.,
defendant and for $100 alleged dam- Hymn "Praise the Lord"
to satisfy of
thv superficial continue
W holesale, Albuquerque, N. M.
ages, or $20fl, alleged value of the Scripture Lesson.
a
tne
statement
mat
her?
lean
to
wltn
front
come
the
Another scientist has
Considering the variety ,of young
Prayer.
It iffoka tck und $100 damages,
In the bottom of the ocean caused the San Francisco earthquake,
meeting in
"God Sa Loved the World" men she Is continually
An amended complaint was filed 111 Anthem
as though The Hague conference will yet have to establish, an International
Stainer the summerto colony, the summer belle
the district court yesterday by Attor,
plumbing shop.
she
trusts very
see
it
must
that
Offertory
Prayer
A. Guilmant
ney Julius Staab, for Mrs. Hose Rog
few, for here she meets not simply
Hymn "My Redeemer and My
damages
$25,000
ers
In
for
her
suit
nastrange
bridge
boys,
but other
American
It might be well to place a force of deputy sheriffs at the Barelas
Lord"
against
These Are
American Lumber comtionalities, whose standards are not
and have them hold It In place until the waters in the Rio Grande subside. pany forthe
Sermon.
RogRichard
death
of
the
irreproachable
how
No
ours.
matter
1
your
There ought at least to be a sign on the bridge "You cross here at
ers, her husband, who died from In Hymn "In the Cross of Christ
may be their manners, or how high
Glory"
Carriage
own risk."
juries received while working on a
may be the standing anil character
bridge being constructed for the com- Benediction.
v.
consort,
they
men
with
whom
of
the
(unPostlude From the Eighth
It looks as though the little czar of big Russia has put the kibosh on the pany by Contractor M. C. Westbiook Buying
Schubert It is most necessary to have a care.
finished ( Symphony
Enjoy all the Innocent pastime you
The city council, with Mayor Moterrorists and other bomb Inventors and dispensers and will now undertake Kee
conquest
who
to
those
can.
Leave
presiding
mem
of
and all
the
to do the "little father" stunt a while longer barring accidents of course.
Days
strive and sacrifice to that end. It
bers present, convened at 3 o'clock GERGNIMQS
WILL
would be a pity, Kathryn, to drop
in
ollice
of City
this
the
afternoon
A regiment of French soldiers recently deserted and Joined forces with
Everywhere,
it
your
old
standards.
Clerk Harry F. Lee In the Armljo
What could be expected since the abolishment of the building. The meeting is an
the wine growers.
Is Important not only to be right, but
adjourn
army canteen?
Easy Terms
The Hague conference should take notice.
NOT PLAY SUNDAY to appear so. for there is often no
ed session, the regular meeting havchance for people to Judge us save
ing been postponed on account of
appearances.
by
and
Lucky the absence of a number of the memForty-eigmutineers in Russia were condemned and shot.
Your loving aunt.
mutineers.
Had they been convicts in the territorial prison under Trelford bers from the city. One of the ImBETH.
Low
Prices
and
Browns
On
the
account
of
portant
up
brought
matters
at the
they would not have gotten off so easily.
game tomorrow, the
meeting was the Improving of the Madrid-lVrrillo- s
teams
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
Geronimos and the Barelas
Do you Intend buying: . vehicle to enjoy the rammer months? If you
city scavenger ordinance.
postponed their game.
The Kansas papers think that at last they have discovered the meanest
have
do don't pass us by. We don't urge you to buy an expensive vehicle
Tom,
GanfldttO,
Ella,
of
his
arranging
The Irish Mm is
Alvarudo.
we have many good styles within the range of modest incomes.
man on earth he was recently sent to Jail for whipping his son because the wife, who have been find
recognized
as
of
Ryan, to
through Manscer Martin
Omaha;
J. C.
Top Buggies, Runabouts, Stanhopes, Surreys and Spring Wagons see
W. T. Hawley,
boy played base ball on Sunday.
the leaders of the small band of secure gamts with the Belen, Clifton, Moulough
G.
all kinds. Don't stay away because you are not rich. Come and
and wife, Mexico City;
Navajos.
Harvey
stationed
at
the
teams,
ew
Estancia
Arizona,
Garijp
and
zuiany.
us.
U. S. A.; P. H.
Geronlmo, the famous old Apache who once terrorized New Mexico, has urlo room for some time, will leave but up to date no anwer has been B. Dillon.
York; K. C. Schutt. 1st. Joseph; ArFew messages of condolence will Ticxt week for their home In Ga- - received from these clubs.
gone crazy on his Oklahoma reservation.
Newton; H. W,
Clements,
B.
thur
be. sent from New Mexico.
hnilao, Arizona, to participate in the
Manager Ryan has sent a challenge
St. Louis; B. L. Markee, DenJuly dances, an annual event. Tom to the organizers of the machinist Klein,
ver; W. J. Lewis, Emporlu; M. S.
Road.
will be succeeded here by his eldest team of the Santa Fe b!k.;s.
Mouch, Los Angeles; V. It. McKee,
At the launching of the battle ship "Kansas" lemonade was erVed In brother,
nona
who
still
is
wife,
team
Capitan,
The
machinist
his
and
H
J.
a
doing
Denver;
is
F.
trust
Heir,
beer
Aztec;
H.
the
same
grog.
time
At the
place of the prehistoric
arrived here last night from the existent affair, although Its organizaSturman, Denver; K. S. Felson, Kanland office business at Kansas back doors.
Grand canyon. Capitun has been sta tion is In prospect. The captain of sas City; A. C. McElwain, St. Louis
this team will be either Frank
turned at the Ilnnl house at the can
or Karle
The wheat crop may have been damaged by a late spring but it is safe yon for nearly two years an. I he Is Mixers, head timekeeper,
Sturm's.
A meeting has
onslilered a valuable assistant by the) Blood, bonus clerk. ween
bet that it will provide enough bread for home consumption and a good supB. B. Crosby, Holbrook. Ariz.; Leon
anu
ai
nee.i
inai
called
lor
nexi
Harveys.
ply for foreign famines.
Monk, San Antonio, Texas; Geo.
it v. ill be i'.ecided w hether to J.
M. Fisher, Isleta; R. K. Aldrlch; EdJose IX Padllla. a native whose time
not.
or
team
base
ball
the
oi
vair.e
Arizona, was recently tut off by flying home is in Belen, is in the city today.
ward P. McMillan, Holbrook! LeoThe nose of a girl In Tombstone.
pold Bibo, Lagumi: Algandro SandoPadllla was the victim last Oci
,.m
i,rUn uln.li.w Thi- - i.ress dlsrmtches do not say as to the size Mr.
val, Corrales; J. P. Carroll and wife,
tober of an assault which nearly re
of the nose before or after.
He RUSHING WORK ON
St. Louis; R. Chuppell, Ias Vegas;
sulted In the loss of his life.
W. L. Dupes wife and two children,
said
hat
lie had been ordered, to .
unless,
Job,
his
still
will
hold
Aoki,
Washington,
The Japanese minister at
Oltumwa, Iowa: W. F. Jones. Embig
stick.
up
with the
It t llI
poria; Frank R. French. Woodward,
of course, he gels mixed
THE BELEN CUT-Othen resided, several times, but had
Okla.; E. H. Algee, Los Angeles.
paid no attention to the order. While
They
tnust
stopped
traffic
was
JT7E
walking in the hills one day. he
Bees swarmed In a Baltimore street and
A chance of your life to get some
v i
shot by three men, who left him ly- have escaped from the hat of some favorite son.
V. Keys, chief engineer of the
auction
At
the
free.
article
nice
inr there for dead. He eventually RioJ. Grande
of (tie Santa Fe,
Co.
to secure uld and was In charge of division
llu.
on
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o
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this
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'
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A Brooklyn man ate seven lobsters at
'Htr?
Baby buggie? galore, from $2.',0
the buildings. round
terian church have posters out an- constructing
Futreile
birds of a feather flock together?
be house ami other structures at Belen (rubber tires) to IJO.Oo.
to
nouncing an entertainment
Furniture Co.
known as "The Pike," which will be is being rilslle.l
deny that they are held
and the Karl of Mun.-le-r
Both Mrs. Potter-Palme- r
"The Kiadinif between Belen and
Thursday afternoon and evening
Is
Dunce at Casino j- -Sunday -night.
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Stung again
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Kansas City is still building a new union
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concert by American mild, easv.
Free
band
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Try our Teas

NOT

SHE DID CLOSING EXERCISES

THE

NEED ANY

h Gunpowder,
Oolong,

iianui

English Breakfast, a
Ceylon-Indi- a,

Orange Pekoe,
Ceylon and
Emperors Blend
a special blend for Iced Tea.

It is something better
than you are now using.
TRY IT

MALOY'SZ
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The

Columbus
Hotel J

g
9

Regular

H

Sunday

8

Big Dinner
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TELEGRAPHIC

MARKETS

Market letters received by F. J.
Graf & Co., brokers, room 37 Barnett
building, Albuquerque, X. M., over
their on private wires.
on

Market gossip received Saturday
morning, June 22:
New Tork, June J2. Weekly bank
rtatenuwit:
Reserves increase $1,111,975. .
Lew U. S. increase 1 1.1 35,850.
Loans decrease $5,403,100.
Specie decrease $1,765,700.
Legals Increase $1,055,100.
Deposits decrease $7,290,300.
n
decrease 42,800.
Total siidles 65.600 shares.
t'lrc-uluHo-

New York Mocks.
Amalgamated Copper
81
114
American Smelters
8 7'4
Atchison com
,
54
Anaconda
Rrooklyn Hapid Transit
53i
Baltimore and Ohio
934
167 4
Canadian Pacific
61
O. N. Ore Ctfs
110
New York Central
Pennsylvania
119
99 Vi
Reading
"5
Southern Pacific
125
St. Paul
17 ',4
Southern Railway
IT. R. S
32 V
97y
s. s. iifti
r.
IB1. 4
(ireene Cananea
1 6 V4
Shannon
156
Calumet and Arizona
77
Coppfr Range
S. and V
144
$11.33
October cotton
Chicago ' Livestock.
Ohiengo, June 22. Cattle receipts
200. Market steady, lieeves $4.65 Of
7.00; eows $ 1.75 4.75 ; heifers $2.75
6i5.4; calves $5.00 ? 7.00; Rood to
prime steers 1 5.15 (f( 7.00 ; poor to medium $ 4 . 7 ft f I 5.10; Blockers and feed
ers $.0ft 5.15.
Sheep receipts 3000. Market steady.
Western $4.0f(i 6.35; yearlings $6.00
f7.00; lambs $5.75 ? 7.35 ; westerns
..-.-.-

5.75$7.5.

'lty I.lvosux'k,
Kansa
Kanmis City, June 22. Cattle receipts 1.000. Market steady. Southern
steers $3.50 Ijji 5.110; southern cows
$2.25 Si 3.75;
Blockers and feeders
$3,2544.90; bulls $3.00 (f 5.00; calves
$3.50fcj6.75; western fed steers $4.50
6.50; western fed cows $3.25 fill 4.50.
Sheep receipts none. Market nominally steady.
Metal Market.
New York, June 22. Lend
dull
$5,7545.85; copper dull 23 'i ft 24 I
silver 67 c.
Money Market.
Money
on
New York, June 22,
call nominal, prime mercantile paper
5 i 4 6 per cent.
St. Louis Wool Market.
St. Louis, June 22. Wool trteady;
unchanged.
V

THE

BROWNS VS.

MADRIDCERRILLOS
Tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 o'clock
park, thf Albuquerque
Hrowns and the Madrid-Cerrillo- s
will
teams
meet for one of the bct
base ball Karnes of the season.
It will, in a way, be a composite
sort of game, as players from the
old Brown' team, the Santa Fe Centrals and the Cerrtllosline-up-team will
Included In the two
Manager Matson is negotiating for
a game on Sunday, June 30, with the
Imh Vegas tani, and on the Fourth
of July, the Hrnwm have signed up
for a game ulth the Santa Fe Central team. On July 7th, the llrowns
will formally open the new base ball
park in Santa Ke.
Teams in Trinidad, Deming,
Kl Paso. Fort Rayard, Clifton, Arizona; the Nineteenth infantry at Fort Miss. Tex., and others In
this vicinity are negotiating with the
llrowns for future dates, which bears
out the assertion that Albuquerquean
will have excellent opportunities to
witness good ball games here, even
though a league is not in existence.

at Traction

s.

Itance at Casino Sunday night.

PRESCRIPTIONS

INDIAN

"I could tell a IMng or two about
the Inside history of Albuquerque If
1 had a mind to,
said a man wh
has been peddlinc
from house to
house selling notions and novelties of
all kinds.
"This Is not tto only city I could
tell things about,
either.
I have
Peddled pretty much all over the
country and have had dealings with
a great many classes of people, so
naturally I have accumulated some
interesting experiences.
My work
takes me through the resident districts especially, and it takes me to
the back doors of the houses, too.
Human nature studied from a back
door standpoint is not altogether a
pleasant study, and I do not haunt
back doors for the purpose of studying human nature.
That Is a side
Issue merely. You see It Is this way;
If you ring the front door bell and
the lady of the house has to drop
her work, adjust her toilet and an
swer the bell, she is not likely to be
In a pleasant mood when she discovers It Is only a peddler who has
caused her all this trouble. In such
a case she Is almost justified In
slamming the door In a person's face,
but whether Justified or not, she will
most often do it. I know this from
experience.
"But if you approach the back door
cautiously, with one eye alert for
Fido or Rover, and catch the housewife with her sleeves rolled up and
her arms in the wash tub, then sha
has not the time to become angry
before you begin your spiel. The
lady of the house knows that she Is
to be expected
to be engaged In
housework In the kitchen and she
does not feel that embarrassment
which she might otherwise.
"The lady of the house In the
kitchen and the lady of the bouse
In the parlor are two entirely distinct
persons. The madam of the kitchen
Is by far the, more human, or humane, 1 might say. She has more
charity and more toleration than herself at the other end of the house.
Hence It Is easier to sell goods at
the back door than at the front, at
least among the class of women who
do their own housework.
"You may think that my back door
experiences
have the tendency to
mane me a pessimist, but such Is not
the fact. The more 1 see of back
doors the more of an optimist I become and the reason for this is that
back door conditions are Improving.
Ten years ago I met with daily scenes
that almost drove me out of the busi
ness in disgust. The examples of
Illthiness. shif tlensness anil general
slovenliness that 1 encountered shook
my faith In the feminine sex. It is
different nowadays. 1 don't mean to
say that 1 do not see plenty of un
tidiness and dirt any more, but lm
ply that the conditions of today in
comparison with conditions ten years
ago in regions with which I am fa
miliar, are so greatly improved that
I see a bright and shining future
ahead. One reason for the improved
condition Is the improved dwellings.
Almost every kitchen now has its
sanitary plumbing and modern conveniences which do much to relieve
the overworked housewife of former
drudgery. Door yards nowadays are
frequently planted with Dowers and
vines and that alone has done away
with much of the unsightliuess in the
vicinity of the kitchen. Then the women have been educated in the mat
ter of housekeeping. Women's clubs,
mothers societies, and a hundred otl
er organizations all have tor tho;r
principal work the Instituting of mod
ern methods In the work of the hom
"The other duy 1 had an experi
ence in Yuma. Perhaps the incident
merely Illustrates an exception to the
rule, but at any rate this is what hap
pened :
g
house
"I called at a
and knocked at the back door. It
was in the afternoon and not a very
A woman cam
warm day either.
to the door and smiled pleasantly at
me.
" Madam,' I began, 'I have some
beautiful luce collars and here is one
that would look well on you. I can
sell It at a price far below what you
would have to pay if you bought the
same article in the stores.
" 'Oh, I never wear collars," said
the woman.
"I took a second look at the lady
and saw that she was shy in the neck
so I tried her on several other ar
tides of wearing uppurel, all of which
she declined to purchase. At last 1
spread before her my stock of ladles'
garters.
' 'There,' I said, 'is as fine an as
sortment of garters as any person
would care to select from. The price
can't be beat and 1 am anxious thint
you buy a pair. Huy a pair and wear
them a week and if they do not prove
perfectly satisfactory in every respect
I will refund your money and make
you a present of a swactika hat pin
in the bargain.
"The woman was impressed by my
appeal, but she hesitated.
" 'My dear madam,'
l continued,
'this Is the one chance of your lifetime. You cannot afford lo miss it.'
"The woman did not answer in
words, but she pulled up her skirts
Just a little way. Just enough to islaow
me that she had no Clockings on.
1 slammed
my stock together as fast
as i could and leaped over the back
fence. As 1 said, I do not know
what is the general custom in Yuma
in regard to women wearing stockings, but well, 1 never sold a single
pair of garters during the whole
was there."
week
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neat-lookin-

The academic year of the Albuauer.
que Indian school was officially clos
ed last night. A large audience attended the final exercises and bid
God. speed to the members of the
class of 1907. An Interesting program was rendered. Front, the first
strains of the overture by the school
orchestra, whose playing elicited general praise, to the last number, the
visitors were not permitted to know
a dull momouL
After the Invocation by Hev. W. J.
Marsh, pastor of the Congregational
church of Albuquerque, the address
of welcome was delivered by Carmen
Montlon In behalf of the graduating
claas.
After this came the "Song of
Greeting' 'by a chorus of young girls
and the action song, "Little Washer
women by a class of primary girls.
The singing and illustrative jestures
of the little Indian tots in this piece
delighted the audience who showed
their appreciation by hearty applause.
The class poem, "He Dug," recited
by Gilbert Cooper was well received.
The action song, "We Are Jolly
Blacksmiths," by the boys' primary
class was executed iwlth typical boyish gusto and accompanied by tha
blows of a hammer on an anvil.
Flaming Lavender, a talented young
clarinet player, was encored upon his
solo, X'omln' thro' the Rye."
Both
the playing of this musician and Mi
Addle Beaver, who accompanied him
on the piano, show that they are beyond the amateur stage In their
musical education.
The "Milk Maid Drill" performed
by a class of young girls In white
caps and aprons, and carrying milk
stools, was executed without a hltcn
and was highly pleasing. After two
vocal solos by Miss S. O. Smith, tho
closing address. In which the class
expressed Its gratitude to the superintendent and teachers of the school
for the advantage they had received,
was delivered with much feeling by
Mabel Palsano. Then the graduating
class sang a song entitled, "Farewell
to Albuquerque."
Diplomas Presented.
At the close of the exercises M. E.
HIckey, city attorney, presented the
aipiomas in behalf of the superintendent and delivered the class address.
In his short speech Mr. Hickey referred to Tils connection with the:
Haskell institute In Kansas where he
was formerly a disciplinarian. He ex
pressed his .respect for the Indian
race and laid before the class the
necessity of incorporating into their
lives the vita! principles of honesty,
integrity, reverence and love. In
metaphurlcul language he illustrated
the great forces of nature and the
still greater forces of the iiuman
heart. The key note of the address
was love for fellow man and he said
that all good in the world proceed
from this condition in the heart.
The members of the graduating
class remained on the stage after the
exercises were concluded
and received the congratulations
of their
friends. The class has expressed its
desire to attend the Hampton lnstl-tur- e
next fall in a body, but the
consent of reluctant parents has not
yet been gained in all cases.
Pupils to Their Hoiim'h.
Superintendent
Custer said. In
speaking of the work of the ttchoo!
was
tho
dismissed,
audience
after
"We will return the majority of the
pupils to their homes for the summer. Most of the pupils live so near
that it is the custom of this school
to allow the pupils to be with their
families during the summer. When
we get better facilities for irrigation
the school farm, however. It is our
Intention to retain the older male
scholars, at least, during the summer
for the purpose of cultivating our
land more extensively. The progress
made this year Is very encouraging
and when we become belter equipped, w hu h w ill soon be the case, our
work will proceed to a better advantage. The two new buildings will be
rendy for use by the first of the year
and we are to have a new pumping
plant for Irrigating. The average age
of the pupils of the graduating class
Is sixteen
years. This Is not much
above the average age for pupils of a
simllir grade in the public schools."
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XOTH'K.
Bids Wanted.
Bids will be received by the Albu
querque School Board for the pur
chase of the frame building located
at 210 North F.dith street, said build
lng to be moved away and cellar re- lilled by the purchaser within fifteen
days after bid Is let. Bids to be In
by 3 o'clock, June 29. 1907.
Wm. A. KKLCnKTt.
Clerk.

Between your house, store,
barn, neighbors or elsewhere. I have about 75
magneto telephones complete, rewired and in excellent order, can convetse
any distance, requires no
switch board original cost
$12.50 my price only $5.
Requires no mechanic to
connect up, Address

bowels should have immediate attention. The best thing that can be
given Is Chamberlain's Oollc, Cholera
and Diarrhoea Remedy, followed by
castor oil as directed with each bottle
of the remedy. For sale by all drug-gls-

Reliable

Meal at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily.

Under Savoy Hotel
C. E. SUNTAAGG, Proprietor
Convenience - Comfort - Security
.

The telephone) makes the
duties lighter, the. cares lea

and the worries fewer.

telephone
The
your health, prolongs your Ufa
and protects your home.

A TELEPHONE

YOU NKL

SELLERS

B.

IS

TOTJR HOMK

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

New Mexico

GALVESTON TO

00COfX3COSX)00000

oooooooooooou

Dentist

NEW

FLF SCREENS

YORK

Door screens as strong as an ordinary door at prices that defy
e
screen doors In both strength and price. Window
screens that are as strong as a door at 7 cents per foot at the
eastern-mad-

MALLORY LINE
Mngnlfleent Modern Steel
Steams! dps.
Superb trip across the glorious
Gulf and on the Atlantic Ocean,
far from the dusty roads. Bathed
in cooling sea breezes, breathing
purest, ozone, every
sparkling,
sense is refreshed every function
renewed while you travel with
all the known comforts of present
day voyaging. Low rates, including stateroom berth and meals.
Sailings
GALVKSTON
from
every Tuesday, Thursday
and
Saturday.
From MOIMLK every
Tuesday.
From HUVNSWICK,
;a., every Friday or Saturday.
Connections at KEY WKST, Fla.,
via P. & O.
Steamer for CX'U.
and all points in Florida.
For further particulars ask any
Passenger
or Ticket
railroad
J Agent, or address Agent at varl-- t
ous points. Ask for copy of new
4
I and
Interesting
Mallory
Line folder.
(. II. TAYLOH. Piiss'r Traffic Mgr.
209 Broadway, New York City.

fleet

The Albuquerque

Hatters
Hats Cleaned and Blocked In
any Style Panamas a Specialty
Clothing
steam
o
Cleaned and Pressed.
us Orders
Attended
to
Promptly.

PLANING MIl57
SUPERIOR
SEE OUR NEW BRICK BUILDING

itxoooccooacooo

WHEN YOU BUY A

CHICKERING

8c

&

SONS

There Are No Better

WHITSON MUSIC CO.,

124 South Second

St.

California
Excursions
Every Tuesday, Thurs-

day and Saturday during

June, July, August
and September

Corner

3rd St

PIANO

BUY A

Ex-pr-

Sot Neglect the Children.

At this season of the year the first
unnatural looseness of a child'

Gold Ave.

n

::

::

Return Limit Nov. 30

PI one 580.
1

0000000O00KXK)(

Extremely Low Rates
Los Angeles and Return $35
Dieo, Coronado and
Return
$35
San Francisco and Return $45

TO SIXI,.
Some good corner lots on West
Coal avenue. Also lots on Gold
and Silver avenues. Some good
bargains In houses and lots in all
parts of the city. See Lunlr'

Heal Estate Agency.

San

,

Highland Livery
Saddle horses a specialty. Best
drivers In the city. Proprietors of
"Sadie," the picnic wagon.

See our Mission Iron brass and
wood beds; up to date patterns, prices
light. Futrelle's, West end viaduct.

BAMBKOOK

ISROS.
112 John Street

Phone 890.

IUS. COPP and PETT1T.
flOOM 12, X. T. AltMIJO BI.OG.

Get

SAM KEE

Full Particulars

From

T. E. PURDY, Agent

Steond Strati
Dernier In

213 South

GRAND

Mexican Drawn Work, Indian and Jap-an- c
NovellUi including Japanes Hand
Painted China Ware J J J
J

OPENING

j

Hunter's Wagon Yard

BAR OF COMMERCE

200

buy and sell horses, buggies,
and everything In live stock and vehicles.

TONIGHT

TELEPHONE

Call up 597
When in need of anything in the

1JAKKRY
French Bakery Co.

o

EVERYBODY COME!

Free tin rid concert by American
Lumber Co. band at Casino Sunday
nijihi.

2

I

C.

'Phone 1036

GRADI

G3ANNTNT

627

i

THE CHECK AS A RECORD
It is often convenient to have a record of your
transactions. There are times when it is necessary
to refer to a record.
A checking- - account gives a complete record of your
daily transactions. Your receipts and expenditures are
written down accurately in your bank book. In addition, your checks furnish you a detailed record.
Our facilities for a checking- account either small or
large are profitable to everyone.
A checking account at this Bank will be an advantage to you.
bo-ine-

ss

-

Hot Turkey Lunch Served Free to All
Best Liquors and Cigars the Market Affords. Finest
Domestic and Imported Liquors Especially
for the Family Trade.
Big

Stops earache In two minutes;
touthuche or pain of burn or scald ill
live minutes, hoarseness, one hour;
musclearhe, two hours; sore throat,
twelve liuurs l)r. Thomas Kclectric
Mil, monarch over pain.

N. BROADWAY

We

109 South First St

r,

When you feel the need of a pill,
I'eWltt's Kidney anil fsladder Pills
take a I'e Witt Little F.ariy liiner.
are unequaled for Backache, weak
Sold by J. H. O'Kielly & Co.
o
kidneys, Inllammatlon of the bladder
Free band concert by American ai.d all urinary troubles. A week's
Lumber Co. band at Casino Sunday treatment f"r L'5 cents. Sold Ly J
H. O KieKy & Co.
night.

The first concert by the Learnard
Llndemann Boys' band, given last
evening at their hall on West Gold
avenue, was a distinct success, iioth
In a musical and financial way. The
hall was filled with friends of the
band, and the receipts amount to
quite a neat sum. The money will
be used for new uniforms, music, Inst riRnents, etc.
The concert, while the first public
effort of the band in that line, was
excellent from first to last, and included a number of dillicult piece,
solos, etc. The boys were ably assisted by Misses Asslyn and Heed, with
a piano duet; Frank Kelzman, whistler; Joe Scottl, monologulst, and Mr.
Learnard, the father of the band, who
delivered a short address.
The frequent and prolonged applause showed how heartily the concert was appreciated.
Next Saturday night, this band will
give a concert In front of the music
store on West Gold avenue, which
everyone is invited to attend.
The personnel of the band Is as follows:
Will Myer, bass; Henry Clarke; solo
trombone; John Mcyuade, trombone;
Antonio Xicolacci, baritone; Charlie
Clarke, tenor; Harold Mace, tenor;
William Pomerank, solo alto; Walter
Clarke, alto; Hay Carson, alto; Geo.
Clarke, solo cornet; Willis McQuade,
solo cornet; Charlie Bruno, solo cor
net; Guineppe Xicolacci, first cornet;
Henry Pomerank,
second cornet;
Hoy Yott. piccolo, Charlie Boatright,
drums and traps; Kddie Tafoya,
snare drum; William Kieke, snare
drum; Andrew Bruno, bnsa drum; F.
K. Kills, musical director.

SIMON GARCIA.

Free band concert by American
Lumber Co. band at Casino Sunday
night.

Open Day and Night.

Telephone Line

D. K.

j j
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WEST RAILROAD AVENEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.
NUE

Santa Fe Restaurant

A DISTINCT SUCCESS

$8

Itance at Casino Saturday night.
for the week Axinin-stevelvet Brussels and tapestry carpets. Vienna Bent wood diners, gent
chifforobes, white enamel refrigerators. Futrelle Furniture Co.

FIRST CONCERT WAS

Consult

OTICK.

203

Where to Dine Well

Private

Albuquerque

Whereas Felicita Chaves de Garcia
my wife, on the 17th of June, 1907,
Full Set of TeeUi
left and abandoned my house with1.50
out any reason therefor, saying In Gold I illing
presence
would
of
others that she
the
Gold Crowns
no longer live with me, therefore I Painless extracting
Mc
hereby give notice that I will not
be responsible for any debts which
she may contract in her own or in ALL WOUK AtlSOMTELT GUAR.
my name. Albuquerque, X. M., June
ANTKKD.

X

New arrivals

The commencement
exercises of
Conception school
the Immaculate
were held last evening at the church,
with a very large audience in attendance.
Father Mandalarl delivered the address to the class, and his excellent
words of advice were certainly appreciated by the audience as well as
the graduates.
He exhorted the graduates to be
good honorable men and women, and
to watch the little things, rather than
merely attempting to grasp the big
opportunities of life and passing by
the smaller.
He clearly illustrated
the Idea that great things come from
small beginnings, and his address was
of a character destined
to
Instill
moral and religious encouragement In
the minds of his audience.
The musical program, which was
rendered In connection with the exercises, was admirable.
The following graduates receive 1
received their diplomas, certifying
that they have completed satisfactorily, the course at the Immaculate
Conception school: Frances L. Bye,
Lucy K. Coleman, Isabel D. Connelly, Joseph M. Walsh, Henry J.
Sandoval, and Balllngall Burke.

IK

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

At Consistent
Prices

Peddler Relates Peculiar Ex Excellent Program Rendered Commencement Exercises at
by Graduating Class
Immaculate Conception
perlence That Occurred
Church Well Attended.
Last Evening.
Recently.

Including

,

WE FILL

TO THE CLASS

CHASE & SANBORNS

Package Teas

page nr&

CITIZEN.

PRESENTED

AT

SCHOOL

GARTERS

We have a full line of

EVENING

g

LINE

202

E.

R.R.Ave,

A Hen

Galvanised Iron Cornice, Tin Itoof-Ini- f,
Slieep-di- p
Tank. ialvuiil4cl
Water Tanks, Pipe and Uepuir Work.

208

1- -2

West Cold

The Bank of Commerce
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000

Citizen Want Ads for Results

ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE SIX.

TIE

PLANT SITE

COMMITTEE

Henhnm Indian Trading Co.
Thelln Brntners
Jaffa Grocery
Co
Krnost Myers
Albuquerque Carriage Co . .
Finnlgnn
Co
John
J. M. McCorrlston
J. Borrndaile
A.

II.
J.
F.
It.

25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00

It. McMillen
F. ltavnolds

M. Moore

llealty Co

Co
J. Pratt
H. Greenleaf
John Heaven

REPORT

I'orterfleld &
I. A. Abbott
A. Kmnero

Bros

Dr. Cams
Dr. M. K. Wylder

After Paying for Land.
ance of $3,000 Remains
In Fund.

Bal-

Tho commlttpe appointed by the
Commercial club to secure a site for
the Santa Fe tie pickling- plant, work
upon which Is now In proKrere, has
reported a sufficient subscription to
purchase the site with a balance of
over $3,000, which may be applied
on the securing of a site for the
melter. The full subscription list secured by the committee Is as follows:
Subscription List.
$ 600.00
American Lumber Co
600.00
Klrst National Hank
600.00
Bank of Commerce
360.00
Montezuma Trust Co
250.00
State National Hank
250.00
William Mcintosh
Whitney Company
200.00

J. Harnett
Oross-Kell-

y

0.

& Co

K. Neher
Hlanchard Meat Supply Co..
Mcintosh Hardware Co. ...
Consolidated Liquor Co. ...
W. O. Hope
Ir.
Albuquerque Klectrlc Light
Company
Journal
Traction Company
C Ilfeld company
Lizzie McGrath
Nellie Drlscoll
Rio Grande Lumber Co
1. A. Dye
Albuquerque Lumber Co...
H. B. Fergusson
A. Everltt
W. H. Hahn
J. F. Luthy
A. Faber
Wanner Hardware Co
Kabbe & Mauser
F. H. Strong
.
M.
Chadbourne
B. Ilfeld & Co
K. L. Washburn Co
Simon Stern
Kothenberg-Schlos- s
Cigar
Company
W. L. Trimble & Co
ftehwartzman & With
Co
Imperial Laundry
J. C. Baldrldge
C. L. Pollard & Co. Espanota
B. W. Brewery and Ice Co. . .
Crystal Ice Co
E. V. Chavez,
W. W. Strong

Oraham Brothers

Htern-Schlo-

ss

A. B. McGaffey
O. A. Kaaeman

Wool Scouring Mills
Albuquerque Foundry Works
Mrs. N. T. Armijo
K. A. Hubbell
Fen Bothe
M. P. Stamm
Alexandro Sandoval
Jesus Sandoval
P. J. Otero
A. Borders
San Jose Market
J. L. Bell
K. W. Fee.

W. Futrelle
F. H. Kent
Walton and Fee
Superior Mill Lumber Co...
J. H. O'RIelly Co
Economist
Welller & Benjamin
Star Hay and Grain Co
A. W. Hayden
Ilfeld Brothers
S. U. Rosenwald
A. W. Anson
A. V. Tegnei

....

200.00
150.00
150.00
150.00
100.00
100.00
100. 00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
75.00
60.00
69.00
60.00
50.00
60.00
50.00
60.00
50.00
60.00
60.00
60.00
60.00
50.00
60.00
60.00
60.00
60.00

Clark M. Cnrr
Harsch Bottling Works
Monarch Grocery Co
Jesus Komero
L. H. Thompson
learnard & Llndemann
U. W. Hadden
J. A. Henry
G. W. Harrison
Otto Dleckman
K. G. Garcia
Cash
M. Mandell
1 4.
A. Tessier
Hubbs Laundrv
Minnie Carroll
J. Vrlssari
L. A. LnDrlere
Standard Plumbing Co
A. E. Walker
O. A. Matson Co
Trotter
Hawkins
J. F. Palmer
F. J. Houston
Hlckey & Moore
I.. Grad!
H. F. Lee
Cash
N. E. Stevens
H. Buppe
Dr. K. Hope
D. H. Boatrlght
..
J. W. Anderson
William Kleke
B. H. Briggs
Springer Transfer Co
Williams Drug Co
Dr. J. H. Wroth
Speelman & Zeerlng
S. Vann
J. E. Matthews
Ideal Store Co
L. Kempenlch
C.

25 00

25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
20.00
15.00
15.00
15.00
15.00
15.00
15.00
15.00
15.00
15.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
5.00
5.00
6.00

...

...

May

Thomas Keleher
Nash Electrical Co
Levy Brothers
L. G. Rosenthal
Dr. J. W. Elder
Dr. J. F. Pearce
A. Flelsher
E. H. Dunbar
Erlckson & Sabln
F. W. Spencer & Co
C. N. Brigham
F. Klrster
G. E. Brewer
Ed. Lembke
D. J. Rankin
Allan Wass & Co
P. F. McCanna
Klock & Owen
H. A. Cooper
E. B. Crlsty
L. B. Stern

60.00
60.00
60.00
60.00
60.00
60.00
50.00
60.00
$7,745.00
Total
60.00
IMiurHciiioiit.
60.00
60.00 Paid Wallace Burke on land $
60.00
for smelter
60.00
60.00 Paid W. L. Trimble, rigs for
smelter men and railroad
60.00
19.00
men
60.00
60.00 Paid S. Burkhart, making
10.00
abstract
60.00
60.00 Paid Pitt Ross, land for tie 2,600.00
plant
60.00
25.00 Paid Wm. Farr Co. land for 1,279.50
tie plant
25.00
25.00 Paid Wm. Farr Co. for moving slaughter house and
25.00
600.00
filling low land
26.00
25.00
$4,358.60
Total
25.00
25.00 Balance in bank available.. 3,386.60
O. L. BROOKS,
25.00
FRANK McKEE,
25.00
F. McCANNA, Committee.
P.
25.00
25.00
Itching piles provoke profanity, but
25.00
Doan's
25.00 profanity won't cure them.
25.00 Ointment cures itching, bleeding or
years
sufferprotruding
piles
of
after
25.00
25.1j ing. At any drug store.
25.00
Subscribe for The Citizen and get
25.00
25.08 the news.

EVENING

CITIZEN.

A prompt, pleasant, good remedy
for coughs and colds Is Kennedy"!
Laxative Cough Hyrup..
It contains
no opiates and d ies not constipate.
Children like It.
Sold by J. H
O'Blelly & Co.
To wnsk and sllln. women, there Is St 1rt oris
Hut with that w. twotrvntmenu,
WT to
Are you looking for something? Re.
must, be combined. On I) loral. one l courtltii.
tionsl, but both sre bnportmiL both eMuulml. member the want
columns of The
toml.
Shoop'i
the
It
Oire
Evening
Nlirht
Ir. honp'i R.ntomtWn, the Conrtitutlnnsl.
Citizen are for your especial
Ir. f
benefit.
to
the people and
It talks
The former I r. hoop's Niirhtl'u re lastoplcsl
mucmn memhrsne tippoltorr renvxlr. while Ir. they talk to you.
l
Bhoop t K.tnntivs is wholly an
throughout ths

Weak Women
hi-l-

lnu-ma-

trwt-meri- t.

The Kostomtlra rrhes
entire system, ecklns the rvpulr ol all nerve.
H blood ailment.
II tlMiin. sn1
The "Night Cura". as Its nne impllfH). noes Its
In
sleep.
It soothe torn and Inflamwhi
jrm
work
ed mueoua surface, heals local weaknesses and
discharges, while the Restorative, earn nervous
escltement, siveg renewed vinr and ambition,
builds up wasted tissues, bringing about renewed
strength, vigor, and enenrr. Take Pr. Whoop's
a feneral tonic
Restorative Tatilets or Liquid
to the system. For positive local help, use as well

"ALL DRUGGISTS"

Territorial
Topics
Claiming nn assessed tax valuation
of $2,563,000. Yuma county. Arizona,
has been advanced from third to second class, the salaries of all county
officials being materially Increased.
At last the title question of the
land In and around Congress Junction, Arizona, has been settled, and
In favor of the Geer, Bullard and
Dresser claims and against J. O.
who laid claim to the greater
part of the land.
Curtis Phillips, a bank dealer In
the Coney Island saloon at Tucum-car- l,
N. M., lost a foot under a car
wheel while attempting to cross the
track late Tuesday morning. He
found the track blocked with trains
dozen deep,
about five to one-haand he was crawling under the cars
began
moving.
they
when
The rumor Is current on the streets
of Bisbee,
Arizona, and generally
credited as being true that Charley
superintendent of
Clawson, mining
the Copper Queen "Mining company,
has tendered his resignation to the
company. Just when the resignation
Is to take effect has not yet been
stated, but It iwas reported that Mr.
Clawson has sold his property in Bisbee and expects to leave the camp.

I'll stop your pain free.
To show
you first before you spend a penny
what my rink Pain Tablets can da, I
will mall you free, a Trial Package of
them Dr. Hhoop'g Ileadache Tablets.
Neuralgia, Headache, Toothache, Period pains, etc., are due alone to blood
congestion.
Ir. Snoop's Headnch
Tablets simply kill pain by coaxing
away the unnatural blood pressure.
That Is all. Address Dr. fthoop, Racine, Wis. Sold by all dealers.

ALBUQUERQUE

Raton had a June marriage epidemic this week. Sunday Ned Koch-e- r,
of Burnettsvllle, Indiana, and Miss
Nellie Davis were married there. The
same day Miss Edna Leeny became
the bride of George J. Desktns, and
on Thursday Thomas O'Neill, of La
Junta, Colo., was married to Miss
Mr. Horatio Walker
Lillian Mills.
of Cimarron, and Sarah Noble Aitken
Canada, were
of New Brunswick,
married Tuesday, and Fred W. RobC.
Huffman Joininson and Mrs. Allle
ed hands and hearts Thursday.
If you want anything on earth, you
can get It through the want columns
of The Evening Citizen. We get

ior,

22,

NEW MEXICO

Capital and surplus. $100,000

Feeling of Satisfaction
INTEREST

ALLOWED

SAVINGS

ON

DEPOSITS

We are specializing

IF
YOU
BUY

Kohn Brothers,

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facllltl.o.

CHICAGO,

Fine Clothing for Men.

YOUR
SPRING
SUIT
HERE

Are the exclusive sellers of this line in this
city and recommend it
strongly as the "right

kind" of

Extend, to Depositor
New Account-

"those who care."

The feeling that comes
only to those who are
correctly dressed and
know it.

-

--

Every Proper Accommodation,
Capital. I ISO, 000. 00.

and

BollclU

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna, President; W, 8. Btrlckler, V. P. and Cashier; W. J.
Johnson, Asst. Cashlerj Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge. Solomon Luna, A. M. Blackw.U,
Geo. Arnot, O. B. Cromwell.

clothing to

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA AND SANTA FE RY.

It will be a pleasure
to show you through.

Oi
1

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

lf

The problem of supplying sufficient
water for the locomotives on the
Tucson division of the Southern Pacific through the desert Is becoming
a serious one. Water cars are set
out nt El Paso and at Demlng to be
filled and placed along the line In
order to supply the engines, many of
which cannot get water ot the regular water tanks. The shortage is
serious west of Demlng and tank cars
are being run through, to that place.

mnn tr, jvsf.

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

TOUT,!, HAVE THAT

Dr. Shoop's

Night Cure

ft

M.

MANDELL

Our Prices
are right

All Kinds

ALBUQUERQUE,

OMGKRB AND OIRMCTORB
JOSHUA 8. RAYNOLDS
Pre.ld.al
M. W. FLOURNOY
Vlca President
FRANK UcKKI
CuUtr
R. A. FROST
Assistant Cashier
H. F. RAYNOLDS
Director

Our Work

j

U. m. DEPOBITORY
Authorized Capital
$500,6H.M
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
I250.000.M
Depository for Atchison, Topeka k Santa Fe Railway Company

is right

1

NEW MEXICO

Commercial Printing

Having Added Large Invoices of New Type Faces
and Latest Styles of Papers, We Can Please You

IT

WES AN

g HIM

The running of a bank account has a
tendency to wean a man from habits of
extravagance and dissipation. It gives
him new ambition and a desire to save

All Kinds of Pamphlet and Catalogue Work

money.

::

::

::

::

::

::

We are always glad to assist those
who desire to "turn over a new leaf."

STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE

2nd mad Cold
Mo.,
Warrensburg,
with
Indigestion
says: "I suffered for years
and Stomach trouble and tried many remedies
without benefit. Your Bitters, however, cured
me in a short time. I cheerfully recommend
MR.

Want
Proof?

CHAS.

STAILEY,

it."
MRS.

L.

GOLDBACH,

Chicago,

III.

says:

"I suffered terribly from Cramps, Headache,
and other Stomach troubles and doctored a
long time without relief. I commenced taking your Bitters and I am entirely cured. I
cannot praise it enough."

Then These Letters
Ought to Convince You

From the above you will see that the Bit-

gKa
STOMACH

ills
T'l

.

'CiCjJ

1

54

UARV

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

EWNUNG

cm

...PUBLISHED

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealei--

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

BY...

The Citizen Publishing Co.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Albuquerque, New Mexico

after all other remedies had failed and it will surely do as much
for you, too. Therefore, don't delay any longer, for that only makes your case so much the
harder to cure and besides, your health is too
important to trifle with. Get a bottle of

HOSTETTER'S
STOMACH BITTERS
today and

let it restore your appetite, tone the
digestive organs and thus cure Bloating, Head-

ache, Vomiting, Biliousness, Costiveness,
Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Female Ills, Sleeplessness or Malaria, Fever and Ague.
RECORD

OF

CURES

IS

A

SIRE

GUARANTEE

OF

ITS

MERIT

s

5

ters cured these folks

We Guarantee the Genuine to be Absolutely Pure
OUR

2nd and Cold

LOOK THE WHOLE
COUNTRY OVER
and you will find no better screen
door, than we are offering. They are
Wisconsin white pine, the kind that
will not warp and cheaper than the
Inferior kind.

They Keep the Flies Out

New Mexico's Leading
Afternoon Newspaper
tmrli

rim

a

ill i ninT

RIO

f

I

o
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GO,
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"OLD RELIABLE."

La

ESTABLISHED

1171.

B. PUTNEY

I
X

THE WHOLESALE GROCER

G

ot

LUMBER

Corner Third and Marquattm

AN ADVERTISEMENT IN THE EVEN-INCITIZEN WILL REACH MORE
READERS IN THE SOUTHWEST THAN
ANY OTHER NEWSPAPER. OUR BIG

CIRCULATION COUNTS,

GRANDE

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Starle Groceries
In the Southwest.

Is

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
A

RAILROAD AVENUE.

ALBUQUEHwU;.

N

M

SATURDAY,

ALBUQUERQUE

JUNE 22, 1907.

BAYARD
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of the building away to the north HXZXZX
the Twin Sisters mountains can be
seen.
Contemplated Improvement".
Since its inception Fort liavard has
depended upon wells and a reservoir
for Its water supply. This w ill not be
the case If plans under consideration
by the war department are carried

Join the

RESOR

I

Uncle Sam Cares Well There
For His Tubercular
Soldiers.

The water shed of the Twin Sisters
mou'. tains comprises several hundred
MEETS every Summer at this store.
thousand acres of rocky hills and
The
from them flow several creeks fed
A
Club Uniform is viz: One of our Single or
by springs.
Some of these springs
have been appropriated by the Com
Double Breasted Blue Serge Suits, a Straw Hat,
anche Mining company and the wa
Negligee Shirt, Hal Briggan Underwear, thin
ter diverted from its natural course.
Congress appropriated IstO.OOO for
Hosiery and a Summer Tie.
the purpose of buying me rights or
You'll be pleased with the Uniform.
the Comanche company and several
other private rights upon the coveted
It will look well and you will not object to its
company
mining
watershed, but the
The annual dues for the entire outfit are
alone asks $100,000 for its property.
price.
The case is now in the hands of
and need not exceed
high
not
the department of Justice. When this
water Is finally made a part of the
Fort Rnvnrd reservation, it will be
by
piped four miles and carried
gravitation Into ft colossal stand pipe,
Join the Club and adopt the Uniform and we
which will be erected on a high point
near the fort.
can
assure you that you'll never regret having
con
Improvements
are
Other
that
templated and, according to Capso, and you'll pay your dues willingly.
done
tain Rateman, will likely be made
year,
will he one
during the ensuing
large building In which will be
COPYRICMT 1904
housed the officers' cum, me
for officers, the post ex
WASHINGTON
departments
of
the
change and other
FASMIONABLR
It v.lll be erect
CLOTHING &
fort administration.
CLOTM INO.
ed on the site of the present officers'
club and the headquarters building
and will be of modified mission style
architecture.
Plans are also in pro
gress looking to the laying of 28,000
feet of cement walk, which will be
the veteran
laid by J. H. Harlan,
contractor.
The merchant marine and navy XXXIIIIXXXXXIXXTXIXXXHIXXIXIT xxxxxxxxxxxxxxiiiuxxrnTTTn
corps now at Fort Rayard will be
withdrawn during the summer and
near Uis
EGCS FOIt HATCHING.
JAPAN ESK ATHLETE.
transferred to Fort Lyons,
Animas. Colo. This will leave Fort
Eggs 11.60 ped setting. Rose comb,
He Holds
tlio United State
Ravard a sanitarium exclusively for Visits Miuiy
Splendid Rev ml.
Rrown Leghorns and Rarred Rocks.
tuberculosis patients of the army.
Pure bloods. 24A laying hens. Address
l. E. Pauley, Estancla, N. M.

$20.00 or $30,00

W. V. Ftitrelie Ftirnittifc Co.

Special Correspondence.
Silver City. N. M.. June 21. Nine
fnlles from Silver City, on the south
ern slope of the Twin Sisters moun
tains, Is the silent fortress of Rav- ard. Its fortifications are rows of
buildings, with broad
overhanging
porches and the enemy that war is
being waged against in them Is tuberculosis, the great white plague.
1
Fort Hayard Is Uncle Sam's sani
tarium for the treatment of tuber
cular infected patients of the I'nlted
Mates army and navy, both officers
and men. It was first devoted to this
purpose by the surgeon general of
the United States army In 1899, and
since that time Its gradually grow
ing quota of buildings has sheltered
on nn average of 400 patients every
winter, and. 200 patients, in the sum
mer.
Ma.lor Geo. E. Rushnell Is the com
mandlng officer at Fort Hayard, and
Chaplain C. C. Rateman Is the senior
captain, not only of Fort Bayard
but of the whole United States army,
Among the distinguished patients
stopping at the sanitarium is Judge
Rood, associate justice of the United
States court of appeals, whose home
Is at Washington, D. C.
The Krlve,
WHERE THEY PLAY.
The drive from Silver City to Fort
Hayard lies over a succession of rock
girdled hills. The writer made it In
National league,
company with Assistant United States
Cincinnati at Pittsburg.
E. L. Medler, with a team
St. Louis at Chicago.
Statistician Figures Probable Cannot See How Valuation Attorney
that required constant urging by the
attorney, who Is a very good driver.
Amor lean League.
by Government Will
There Is nothing attractive about the
New York at Roston
Reduction of Revenues
exterior of th fort parched stone
Washington at Philadelphia.
be Feasible.
and adobe walls, with not the least
St. Louis at Cleveland.
for Railroads.
vestige of color and the scene of
Chicago at Detroit.
green lawns, drooping shade trees
bullrinig.q,
and white and
tinted
HOW T1IF.Y STAND.
Topeka,
Kan.. June 22. E P. which
have been at work
Statisticians
the Interior presents, is a very
To agreeable
figuring up the loss of revenue that Klpley,& president of the Atchison,
surprise.
inside,
the
Once
National League.
Santa Fe Railway company, environments are one continual feast
will be sustained by the railroads peka
Won. Lost. Pet
passenger makes clear his Ideas on the ques- for
eye at every turn of the broad Chicago
from the passage of
the
.778
12
42
fare laws by so many of the states tion: "Shall the federal government I crushed stone drive that makes
.63
19
33
New
York
a
physical
of
has
valuation
year.
result
make
the
The
during the last
circuit of the Inner side of the ouad Philadelphia
.615
32
20
deproperuvs
revenues
me
ranroaus
the
oi
d
nes.
reveal
ine
naqrantlp
that
oi
to
liv
hu
been
formed
the
.5
21
28
A i.r.ronchliiE from
rived from passenger traffic consti- tlon as a basis for fixing rates?"!
the southern Pittsburg
31
.415
22
Roston
hlch was suggested by President I portal, which Is an nrchvvav of ce Cincinnati
tute 27.68 per cent of total income,
32
.40
22
and that losses through the enforced Roosevelt in his Memorial day speech I ment between two adobe buildings, Rrooklyn
.352
19
35
lowering of rates will be 26 per cent at Indianapolis.
Mr. Ripley s viewslthe officers' homes are on the right
43
.259
15
these are expressed In the following letter! They are one and two story buildings St. Louis
on business In states where
to the Chicago Record-Herallaws have been parsed.
of adobe and frame structure, com
American Iridic
In Illinois, for example, the reducThe making of railway rates I modious and comfortable
Won. Lost. Pet
tion of rates from Chicago to several has not, never did have, never Willi A sward of blue grass cov r the Chicago
.65
18
34
leading points in or adjacent to the have and never ought to have, any I ground In front
of
the
officers
.61S
21
34
Cleveland
runstate show a range of decrease
of
the
capitalization
lower
from
side
homes
the
the!
relation
to
of
the
.59
20
29
Detroit
I
ning 20 to 33 per cent, the average railroads.
up
ex
to
hill
northern
and
the
frt
.54
24
29
Philadelphia
being 26 per cent. From Chicago to
A wooden walk borders
ent.
the
making
railway
of
'The
ratesl
.460
27
23
St. Louis the loss Is 20 per cent, to must to a large extent disregard the grass ana rows or stalwart rorest New York
32
.429
24
28
Louis
Cairo it Is 33 per cent, to Quincy
form " canopy over the drive St.
i. e., it will always be
cost
service,
of
.35
31
17
per
27
Washington
per cent, to Rock Island It is
wst J1'1! of tl?e quadrangle, Roston
to the best Interest of both the com- 35
.310
IS
cent, and so on.
hlldren
'
clad
colored
in
Buster
munity
some
and
the
carrier that
Poorer Accommodation.
Rrown suits, girls and boys dressed
tonnage
averbe
less
at
carried
than
Western IxaRtie.
Should the laws referred to be al- age cost, and It follows that other a. ike aim distinguishable from one
Wop. Lost. Pet
another only by flowing curls, were omaha
lowed to stand, it will become a ser- traffic muut puy and should pay
.57
24
rorcea
we
on
as
playing
lawn
the
ious question If the ieopl, after all. very large excess over the average I the tired horses up the drive. Cotton Dos Moines
57
30
sufferers. cost.
will not he the heaviest
.542
26
Denver
scampered
unmolested
ail rabbits
Heretofore the service rendered by
Milking Kates.
.537
25
29
over the grass, and white garbed Lincoln
Chicago has
the roads running intosay
.4
24
28
There is only one way to make nurses, with pleasant faces, strolled Sioux City
V,.pn
luxurious,
pxrellent. not to
I
38
17
.309
railroad rates viz: the exercise of h (surely along the walk shaded from Pueblo
The roads have prided themselves in judgment
as to the value of the ser-- I a brilliant sun by the hanging trees
giving the best that Ingenuity could
National League.
On Hie Qiiiilrnne.l
Invent or that money could buy. they vice to the shipper; but this Is natur- - I
R. 11. E
At Pittsburg
ally and with automatic certainty
on the east side of the quadrangle Pittsburg
With the low rates In effect
6 11
do so limited to reasonable rates cy natural I nre the buildings occupied by con
nv thtv will not be able ofto trains
6
1
I valesclng patients;
MI NO HU FUJI I.
conditions as well as by law.
any longer. The number
the mess for the New York
mith
Leititid and
Latteries
wiil have to be reduced, the running
is, therefore, difficult to see I convalescing patients and the post
It
San Francisco, Cul June t2 With
and Fitzgerald.
time lengthened, inferior cars fur- what Is to be gained by anybody if I exchange. This latter Institution is Ames
K. H E fiiHh laurels won In the land or
At Chicago
the service the government undertakes a
pet of Captain Rateman. and un
nished and altogether
8
xcherry bhiKnomn.
a
Mlnoru Fugll, a
Nolder his supervision of two years, has Chicago
immt hi n Unwed to deteriorate to a ed 'valuation' of the railroads.
8
1
native Japanese, student of the Uni0
If the roads two men or two committees would I Proven very satisfactory and profit St. Louis
considerable extent.
In
versity
Tokyo,
expected here In
of
Ratteries Rrown and Kllng; Lush June
r;innot eharee for first class service, asree as to thp value of anv of the I able. It Is a store that does a $30,to compete for athletic honors.
W lin
they cannot render it. Americans ornnertlca wither on wh.it von calllOOO OUSllieSS B year B11U
lis and Marshall.
The moxt notable feat performed
usually want the best there Is to be
physical or 'commercial' basis, iipronis are urougm io me ion muiij
by Fujll Is his alleged pole vaulting
American U'ugue.
hnri. and it Is iiossible that before am well satistieu for instance, that features of amusement.
of 12 feet S '4 Inches. He Is
record
H.
I
Washington
R.
laws,
a
new
At
long, if effect be given the
The building is provided with
the Santa Fe company's property
also said to possess remarkable speed
0 6
they will be clamoring for their re- could not be reproduced today for bowling alley as fine as can be found Washington
a
as
runner.
0
9
9
Three nights a week the Cleveland
peal.
the total par value of its stock and anywhere. and
Fujil Is only 21 years obi and Is
Hughes and Heydon
hospital corps of the
Ratteries
26 IVr Cent l.oss.
attendants
bonds.
not yet fully developed. As may be
per
are
In
number,
fort, over 200
Thielman and Reniis.
the average
As has been stated,
Evils.
seen
Its
in the picture, he Is built after
R. H. E
nltteil to howl free. At other times
At New York
iiroiiortion of revenue from passen
0 the long angular plan, with muscles
7 12
commission i , nHV ,lrH charared five cents a game St. Louis
ii a government
of the should
on railroads
irer business
that
make
him well adapted to sprintour
find
otherwise,
would
not
er' bowler. The patients are
3
New York
I'nlted States is 27.58 per cent. In
ing. He will go to London after his
believe it, or believe me? I permitted to Indulge In much stren
Ruelovv
Howell
and
Ratteries
the eenirranhical division to which stockholders
visit
to
America.
is If a government commission should II nous exercise. The tubercular pn - Orth and Kllenow.
the proportion
Illinois
we were
tients of Fort Ravard lead a very inR. H.
uractlcallv the same. To cut off 26 find that
At Philadelphia
How's TMsT
with Detroit
8
5
per cent of this proportion would, It would we be entitled to raise our I dolent life, but they are fed person
We offer One Hundred Iollars Reward
a
happen
ourl
to
sustain
it
rates?
food
if
and
mean
that
sufficient
many
cases
2 10
Philadelphia
Is claimed, in
any
case
for
of Caiarrn that cannot be
of man
Donovan and Schmidt; cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure. F. J.
bankruptcy, especially in these times competitor Is found to be over - capl - encaged In the hardest kind
Ratteries
will he be forced to reduce ual labor. The Kltcnen nnn (lining Waddell, Render and Schreck.
& CO., Toledo, Ohio.
CHENEY
when the cost of rendering trie ser talized
We, the undersigned, have known F,
the main mess hall are two
vice reouired of the roads Is lncreas his rates? As w o now both make thri I room ofInteresting
working functions
ing enormously. The wages of rail- same rates what would be the effect of the great
o
osion
g
j
believe
him perfectly honorable In all
institution
the if one of us advanced and the other of this
o tiusineas
4
road employes are advancing;
i
and financially able
fhe range upon which the choicest Chicago
- .to carry transactions
cost of everything entering Into the reduced ?
and
Armbrus
out any obligations made by his
Ratteries
Tannehill
are
beef steakes
V a id Ing,
I can not answer your question kind of thick
construction, maintenance and oper
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Engine 4 77. which has seen service
Remarkable Rescue
up the hill are the cllmatory and lab- Thompson and Le liraud.
on the eastern Kansas division, was to be washed over. Imperial Laun
That truth Is stranger than fiction,
oratory buildings and the soldiers'
brought here vesterday afternoon lry Co.
more been demonstrated in
once
has
American .Woeiation.
Might."
home. The rlinintory building has
After slight repairs it will
the little town of Fedora, Tenn., the
Most disfiguring
skin eruptions, broad varandas. that can be opened
Kansas Clty-S- t.
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be placed on the Rio Grande division
residence of C. V. Pepper. He writes
requires, Paul game postpone. I; wet grounds.
scrofula, pimples, rashes, etc., are or closed as the weather
as a passenger engine.
was In bed entirely disabled with
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hemorrhages of the lungs and throat.
Freight engine 1619 of the New Hitters is a cleansing blood
tonic. plaza. The soldiers' home, a place lumbus 6.
Doctors failed to help me and all hope
Mexico division and engine 30 of the Makes you dear-eyewhere are treated only patients from
At Toledo: Toled i 8; Indianapolis had fled when I began taking Dr.
Kio Grande division were turned out
the various soldiers homes or ine
King's New Discovery. Then Instant
country. Is located at the highest
and give
of the shops yesterday
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At Minneapolis:
relief came. The coughing soon
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their trial trips during the afternoon
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ceased; the bleeding diminished rapsleep.
Futrelle Furniture Co.
sturv frame structure and Is sur- idly,
and in three weeks I was able
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CMonel Duval, of New York City,
Japanese Down Mattresses, Leggett rounded bv a lawn. Vets, scarred
All stomach trouV.es are quickly to go to work." Guaranteed cure for
o
re, passei
director of the Santa
the ravages of war as well as (lis- - relieved
by taking a little Kodol after coughs and colds. 60c and $1 at all
through Albuquerque last evening,
For scratches, burns, cuts, lngectiease Ht jn e.lfiy chairs on the broad
route home from California.
bites and the many little hurts com-- : veranda. The "building wherein are each meal. Knilol ioes directly to dealers. Trial bottle free.
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by J. H. O'R'elly & Co.
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Pains at the waist, back, front, or side, are nearly sure proof of female trouble.
Some other signs are headache, pressing down pains, irregular functions, restlessness, cold limbs, nervousness, etc. These yims may be allayed, the system braced
and the womanly functions regulated by the use of

principal points in Illinois, Iowa, Kan-hhMichigan, Mliim-Mot. MlHsourl,
North anil houtli Dakota's and Wis
consin.
Hates of sale June 15, 1, 17, 13
23. 24, 29. 30. July 1, 2, 3. 4, 6, 6, 10,
ii. IZ. 19. 20, and 21. Final return
limit October 31st.
h,

$59,25

WRITE US A LETTER

Ifyourwwl
Book tor Women.
COVtlul.
inj rrclv .ill be until! piajn
("I illarMM.wa MrjKine Co., ChattaniC4, Term.

Writ todav for fr crv rrf va'anNe
nhr vi.l :r iinHianl. iulinn am.
vlf.

Shoe is com
'he start.

The burning and aching
:aused by stiff soles j.nd the
svils of thin soles are prevented by the Red Cross. It
mables a woman to be on her
Feet for hours at a time with
:omfort.
A stylish

thafs

T. E Purdy, Agent

COAL

8,CollHi J 0m

Pattnl

Rest American Illoek, per ton.. $6.50
Anthracite. Nut, per ton
8.50
Antliraeito Stove and Furnace
per ton
$9.50

WOOD
aaBaBBVBnBBHaBBBVi

DRY CEDAIt

)xfords,
$3-- 5

WtA. CHAPLIN

PINION

AND

TOIINILLO.
TERMS STRICTLY CASH.

John

IZl Railroad Avanua

S. Beaven

602 SOUTH FIRST STREET.

When you want to buy, tell,
rent or exchange

d.

Ladies AJmmxv

Irl.,

Tt

ta:4

Household Goods
Keep busy until you find

Star Furniture Co.
214

Thos. F. Keleber
DEVOES READY PAINT
One Gallon Covers 800 Square Feet.
PALMETTO ROOF PAINT
Stop Leaks, Lasts Fire Yeftf.
JAP-A-LA-

Ad-

-

AiilW.

408 Wu$t Railroad Araaua

DON J.RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE. REAL ESTATB
LOANS.

AutomaUo Phone 411.
Room 10, N. T. ArmUo Bull din

A. E. WALKER,

W. Gold Ave.

Albuquerque

nmm

New Mexico

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
LIVERT. SALE, FEED AND
TRANSFER STABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought and Exchanged.

INSURANCE

Secretary Mutual Building Assoc
tlon. Of Doe at S17 West Rsllrsa
avenue.

W. E.

WOOL

TOT! A QRADI

Dealers In Groceries, Provisions,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines Liquors
per
and Cigars. Place your orders f
M.o
this line with us.
S6.&9,
NORTH TH T.D ST
$8.Mi

Genuine American block,
ton
Cerrllloa Lump
Anthracite Nnt
Anthracite nilxe!
$9.00
Anthracite, stove .and .furnace
sUes
tB.5
tS.OO
Clean Gas Coke

.. .S3. 18

Don't Forget The
ALBUQUERQUE

MAUGEK

with Raube and Mauger
Office, 115 North First Si.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

BEST TOURNOUT9 IN THE CITT
Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue.

COAL

Blmtktr,

U-O-

ligh Shoes.
$4.00
Let us fit you,

Roth Phones.

M.-i'-rl

needed

11. U anil 111
Tlrkctn on wiln
Return limit July 23rd. By depositing shoe
this ticket and paying tl it may be absolutely
extended to leave Philadelphia up to
aou inciuoing juiy a 1st.
comfortable

W. H. HAHN & CO.

Stetsonville, Wis., writes: "Cardui saved me
from the grave after three (3) doctors had f ailed to help me. It is a good medicine
and I recommend it to all suffering women." For sale at all druggists, in $1 bottles.

breaking io

The flexible sole Red Cross
fort a ble from

TO

WOOD.

Mrs. Annie Hamilton, of

XXX

ilh the foot"

Green Mill Wood, per load.

Wine of Cardni

IIIH 'tmiii

VIA

er

Hlood,

FASHIONABLE
CLOTM INO.

Special Excursions

s

clear-braine-

WASHINGTON

FURNISHING
Agent For

0",p

d,

COFYRIOHT 1904

The Washington Clothing None Better

ON FEDERAL

WOULD CADS E

M. MANDELL

rs

FINE

IDEAS

TWO CENT FARE RIPLEY'S

Club

Anti-He- at

out.

Extravagance
Mission Leather Seat Rockers from
$6.00 up. A large assortment to select from. See our
"
45.00 Mission Bed Room Suite :: :: ::

EVENING

PLANING

THIRD STREET

Meat Market
Kinds of Fresh and Salt alaa
Steam Sausaire Factory.
EMIL KLIEXWOKT
Masonic Building, North Tul.--d Rtres

AU

B. A. SLCYSTCR

MILL

INSURANCE, RFAL ESTATI
THE OLDEST MILL IV THE CITY.
NOTARY RITBLIC
door, frame,
When in ni'cd of
lie. Sri evil uork a s(Kllly. 403 Rooms 12 and 14 Cromwell Blue.
Albuqusrque. Telephone No. llv
South 11rt btrevt. Telephone 403.
na-.l-

ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE ETGITT.

PERSONAL
PAH AO HA PUS
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Inver,
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For Women
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STYLE 690 Patent Kid Oxford,
dull top, extension nole, plain
,oe- - mll'tary heel. Ribbon ties

&nOw.

STYLE 270 Same shoe.
K1(1 8,1 over

S3.50

STYLE 640

$3.50
Black Vtcl Kid

medium heel, Ribbon ties

viv

'!sA

1

I
I

i".tof

:

"

Vl
'

$2.50

X&fe.

'V

Sfc

$3.00

GEO. W. HICKOX

YNARD

T. Y. MA

We Are Displaying
Just Now, a Very Choice Assortment of Pickard's
t

Hand Painted China
Also Some Specially New Designs in Cut Glass

The

HICKOX-MAYNAR-

CO.

D

NEW MEXICO'S LEAOINO JEWELERS

South Second St.

The Arch Front

J. H. O'RIELLY DRUG CO.
busiest drug store between Denver and Los Angeles. We have

The

The
recently refitted our Ice cream department and can now accommodate
fifty people at a sitting. The best of everything in our line.

AM ELEGANT LINE OF LIBBEY'S
BRILLIANT CUT OLABt
H. E. Fox, Secretary and Manager.

THE WAGNER HARDWARE

Plumbers

321-32-

W.R.R.Are.

3

GO.

Tinners

Alaska Refrigerators
Savin
Ice Pads

Our
Line of

White

Refrig-

erators

Ice

Cream
Freezers

is the

most
complete
in the city
V
i.

si

OjpM

in

to-

south

it. K. Aldrich. of Gallup, arrived
heie lout night.
VV.
H. Hahn hns returned to the
city from a visit to California.
Chavez, of Oallsteo, Is
Ascension
In Santa Fe, the guoirt of friends.
Mrs. Captain Dudley, of Durango,
Colo., Is visiting In Albuquerque.
V. W. McClellan
today
returned
from an extended visit In the east.
V. V. Metralf. who has been Visiting in Tesuque, returned last night.
Col. R. E. Ttvltchell has returned
to Ias Vegas from- an eastern trip.
Miss Waltce West, of Trinidad. Col.,
Is the guest of friends at Las Vegas.
Sheriff Per'etto Armljo was In
Sjnti Fe today en official business.
Leon J. Mook, of San Antonio,
Texas, arrived In the city last night.
Alejandro Sandoval, a sheep man
of Cnrrales, was In the city today on
business.
Leopold Hibo, a merchant of
N. M., is in the city today on
business.
Dr. O. n. Dillon, a surgeon In the
flitted States army, was In the city
last night.
J. P. Carroll, a shoe salesman from
St. Louis, is In the city, accompanied
by his wife.
Mrs. J. D. Harber, wife of Agent
Rarber at Rio Puerco, spent yesterday in the city.
M. S. Mouch. a railroad man
of
l.os Angeles, was In the city last
night.
Francisco D. Luna. Jr., probate
clerk of Rio Arriba county, is In San- ta Fe.
Mr. and Mrs. B. Ilfeld have return-- I
el from a visit In Denver and Las
a,

lV'Xf
I

STYLE 650 Extra fine Vlcl Kid
uppers. Patent tip, military
heels, Ribbon ties, Goodyear
welt

Fair

-

XV

f

I

up- sole,

Patent tip,

pern.

Patent

$3. GO

STYLE 679 All Patent Kid, light
hand turned soles, Cuban heels

Colo., June 22.

and Sunday; warmer
Hon tonight.

Stylish Oxfords

piM
S

WEATHER EOHECAST.

;
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Water

Water

Coolers

Filters

Just Arrived
A newsupply of Garden Hose, both in cotton
and rubber. Hose Reels, Lawn Mowers,

Vegas.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Man by,
of
Watrous, N. M.. are the guests of
friends at Las Vegas.
Miss Luella Rlckert. of Waterloo.
III., is in Santa Fe. the guest of Mr.
and Mrs. T. li. Catron.
Mrs. Carl Hoffman, who has been
ill In St. Joseph hospital for a few
weeks, Is now improving.
M. W. Robbins, of Hillsboro, passed

through the city today en route home
from a visit In Santa Fe.
Sisters Boniface and Esperanza
Morrison, of St. Vincent's school, left
this morning for Santa Fe.
L. P. Wilson, one of the telegraph
operators In the Santa Fe relay of lice,
left thl3 morning for Kansas City.
P. A. Lillle. of 1120 South Arno,
who has been seriously 111 for the
past two weeks. Is slowly Improving.
'
Ramon L. Baca,
of the
house of representatives, has returnto
In
ed
Santa Fe after a visit
this
city.
Edward Joyce, clerk at the Sturges
hotel, was stricken with a sudden attack of rheumatism yesterday afternoon.
W. L. Dykes, of Ottumwa. Iowa, accompanied by his wife aird two children, were In the city last night, en
route to the west.
D. D. Bronson. chief forest Inspector for the distrlot of Mow MamIqo and
Arizona, returned today from Denver,
where he attended the public land
convention.
Supervisor H. H. Harris, of the
Mount Taylor and Manzano national
forest reserves, left yesterday for a
trip over the Manzano reserve on forest business.
M. Apodaca and wife, and S.
O.
Baca and family, both of San Antonio, N. M., were In the city yesterday shopping and attending to business Interests.
Col. H. S. Farley, a well known
mining man from Golden, arrived In
the city yesterday from Baltimore,
Md., his old home, where he went
recently on a vacation.
Miss Anita Bergere, who graduated
recently from Wolfe Hall, a finishing
school for girls at Denver, Colo., returned to Santa Fe last evening. From
Denver after graduation, she accompanied her father to Tlerra Amarilla,

CITIZEN,

EVENING

where she has since been visiting during the session of the dlslrtct court
of Rio Arriba county.
Charles E. Daganette. supervisor of
Indian employment for the bureau of
Indian affairs, returned
last night
from an extended northern trip In the
Interest of his department.
A. O. Maha,
Inspector with
hiadquarters at forest
the office of D. D.
Hlciimm, has arrived In Albuquerque
ti assume his duties in connection
with the forest service.
George W. Armljo, probate clerk
for Santa Fe county, has returned to
Santa Fe from Tierra Amarilla, where
he acted as Interpreter at the term
of district court Just closed.
R. C. Prewltt. manager
of the
Colorado Life Insurance company for
New Mexico and Arizona, left
last
night for a business trip to the
southern part of the territory.
Mrs. F. C. Harper and Miss Mildred
Thompson of Servllleta. are visiting
friends In Santa Fe. Their father Is
station agent for the Denver and Rio
Grande railroad nt Servllleta.
Mrs. Chas. Ilfeld. of Las Vegas,
who was recently called to Germany
by the Illness (if her mother.
has
cabled that she arrived In that country to find her mother much Improved.
Mrs. John Sanchez returned from
Santa Fe last nlu'lu where she went
to return with her daughter, who was
attending sohool In Santa Fe. They
will leave for their home In Peralta
this evening.
Mrs. J. Marshall and daughter. Mrs.
A. S. Crisp, wife of a member of the
state legislature of Texas, arrived
here from Cuero, Texas, yesterday
and will visit with Mr. and Mrs. S. W.
White of south Second street for a
few weeks.
Col. D. K. B. Sellers and Mrs. Sellers, accompanied by their guest, Mrs.
Charles Insco Williams, will leave
Sunday for the Jemez Indian Pueblo
to witness the celebration of San
Juan fiesta on Monday. They exect
to be gone three days.
H. M. Powell, formerly employed
as general purchasing agent, etc., for
Cananea railroad In Mexico, arrived
In this city last evening from an extensive trip through the adjoining republic. He will go from here to
to accept a Job with the Santa
Fe. He Is well known in Albuquerque.
Judge John R. McFle returned to
Santa Fe last evening from Tierra
Amarilla, where fur the past two
weeks he has been very busy presiding over the district court for Rio Arriba county. The term Just closed
was one of the most successful and
busiest in the history of the court.
The criminal docket was cleared, a
number of Important trial and convictions were had. and many cases on
the civil docket were disposed of. A
number of Important tax suits against
delinquent tax payers were also
To-pe-

Dance at Casino Saturday night.
There will be a Japanese tambola
at the Congregational church Thursday afternoon and evening. Good program and refreshments. Come and
bring your friends. Price 15 cents.
Dance at Casino Saturday night.
o

Free band concert by American
Lumber Co. band at Casino Sunday
night.
FOR KENT.
TWO ROOMS IX THE BAItXETT
Itl'ILDINU, SECOND FLOOR; BEST
I,OC.VlKI ROOMS IN BUILDING.
SUITABLE
Foil IiAWYER Oil
PHYSICIAN. - IXQCUtE HOOM 3,

Palace

Diamond, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass. Clocks, Silverware.
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

AVE

night.
Come to the auction tonight and
bring your ladies. Seats provided.
Hlckox-Maynar-

Co.

d

You need a pair of white canvas
oxfords and might Just as well buy
them now than later on. We have a
fine assortment, with either light or
extension soles and leather or white
heels. Prices run from $1.60 to $2.35.
C. May's shoe store, 314 West Central
avenue.
Dance at Casino Sunday night.
Free band concert by American
Lumber Co. band at Casino Sunday
night.

Are You Looking for
Bargains?

502 West Central
FEE'S
CANDIES,

STOKE.

by

the

world's renowned tailors Stein-Bloc- h
Co. will make the path of life seem
bright. Try one and see for yourself.

cot-tag-

m

I

I

Also Straw Hats
and other light
weight head gear.

'V

OUR TWO

Free banu concert by American
Lumber Co. band at Casino Sunday
night.

PIECE SUITS

Free band concert by American
Lumber Co. band at Casino Sunday
night.

Are the Thing to keep
cool in Comfortable and

Your Credit is Good
with

C. M AHARAM

Stylish.

Clothe your family on $I.OO
per week
aim Wat Ctntral

r

Prices

$7.50 to $14.00

Eastman Kodaks
Supplies Finishing for Amateurs,

loan Kodaks free.

HAWLEY

SIMON STERN

On the Corner

The Leading Stationer.

M -.

A

m-

liiiii
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mm

35

NORTH FIRST STREET

115-11- 7

Between Railroad and Coppar Ave., Tel. 74

Refrigerators. Garden Hose, Garden Tools
WATER
it COOLERS
ft

HIGH GRADE
ENAMELWARE

ft

LAWN

MOWERS

TREE PRUNERS

McCormick Harvesters and Mowers
None Better

i

C. H. Carnes, O. D.

BENNETT'S CURIO STORE
All Kinds of Indian and Uoxlean Goods. Tbo Choapast
Plaoo to boy Navajo Blankots and Uoxlean Drawn Work
Mmll Ordorm Cmrotully and Promptly rillmd.

Eyes Examined Free
1 14 Railroad Avenue
ALBUQUERQUE,

N. M.

MIIvL,INERY
Miss C. P. Crane
512 North Second S rect
Specialty of

Channel Cat Fish
Fresh Mackerel
Barracuda
Red Snapper
Salmon

Stamping Done) to Order.
.Materials for

FA XCVVV O R K
224

Wilson

R.R.

TICKETS
AND

'i

FRESH FISH

Reduction In Trimmed Hata

C

t

109 North Flrat St.

The Railroad Avenue Optician

-

W, Gold

B0U6HT. SOLO
EXCHANGED

Association Offlco

,1

Transactions

Cuarantoeo

ADVERTISE IN THE EVENING CITIZEN

ROSENFIEl

PEERLESS HOMEMADE
AT WALTON'S DRUG

8 WMFmEY GOMPAMY o

D'S,

1

18 W.

R.R.Ave

Wholesale Distributors

LIVERY

New Location

424 NORTH SECOND ST.
TELEPHONE 45

imiiiiiiniiiiiiiiimiT
ANNEX ROOMING
H
H

22.50to$30

T1IK

Acme Steel Mowers, Rakes and

Harvesting Machinery

U

H
HOt'SE.
Now Mnnugoiiicnt.
Io.ated opposite the Alva-rad-, o
and next to Sturges' caf-lias rpiently been entirely
It
anil remodeled.
Is iimv one of the coolest ant
most attractive rooming houses
in the city, with every modern
convenience, both hot and
cold water and electric light.
The only house In the town
that will not receive Invalids.
You can secure a room for L
S1
r month and up.
Also
by tbo day or week, at reasonable prices.
If your Oi.t
ro nn is warm and uncomfortable, move to the Annex.

Not Made by the Trust

O

0

Lightest Running, Strongest, Wear Longer, Cost
- - - Less for Repairs - - -

FULLY WARRANTED

m

E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY
119 West Gold

Hun-sake-

m

Ave.

BELL'S

8-$20$-

and you get up in the morning and find
nothing but your heavy suit and a lemon, don't blame us, for we have lots of
thin suits, thin underwear, thin hosiery,
negligees etc., ready for you NOW.

FANCY DRY GOODS

The Reliance Electric Co.

Blue Serge Office Coats $4.00

$1

m

Mrs. M.

We Invite

A Nice Grey Suit made

WHEN THE HOT
WEATHER COMES

m

We Have Them in Telephones

RAILROAD

M

WANTED
weight
Team,
2.000
pounds. Apply at Citizen office.
Five-rooFOR KENT
house, bath,
hall, electric light and water. On
line of electric cars. Apply to Wm.
McCleUan, "23 north Fourth street-Foi- l
It KMT Three-roodwelling,
very close In. Neat, clean rooms.
Lloyd
Furnished or unfurnished.
Huusaker, 205 West Gold, avenue.
FOU KENT--Ooo- d
'corner store room
r,
Uood saloon location. Lloyd
205 West Oold avenue.
Four-roodwelllrTgT
fTU K ENT
well located In good condition, $17.
Lloyd liunsaker, 205 West Gold
avenue.
e,
modern
Foil KKN'T Five-rooin best residence district. Furnished complete for housekeeping.
Lloyd Hunsaker, 205 West Oold
avenue.
"
FOR KENT SevTrT-roomodern
dwelling, good location. A bargain
at $20. Lloyd Hunsnker, 205 West
Oold avenue.
Foil KENT Furnished cottage flats
and rooms for housekeeping, cheap
for the summer. Ky the month $10
and $15. or by the week. Mrs. E.
K. Norris, 110 East Coal avenue.

STYLISH DRESSMAKING

THE

Diamond

TOO LATE TO CliASSIFT.

Dance at Casino Sunday night.
Free band concert by American
Lumber Co. band at Casino Sunday

Grass Catchers. Our prices the lowest

EVERITT
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